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**Title word cross-reference**

\((1,2)\) [BJ13]. \((-2)\) [KO15]. \((1.5 + \epsilon)\) [CWZL08]. \((L, d)\) [CW11, DBR07, Tan14]. 1  
[APPG18]. 1.375 [EH06]. 2  
[BLR15, HZL19, KD15, LBQ\(^{+13}\), SSF18]. 2+  
[LOCMG14]. 3 [ARP\(^{+16}\), BWRF12, CBF\(^{+18}\), GH15, HS15, KSMT19, LQV\(^{+13}\), LHQ\(^{+18}\), NPK\(^{+07}\), RG16, RWH\(^{+10}\), Str11, SSF18, VMD\(^{+08}\), YLH\(^{+15}\), YCZ\(^{+18}\)]. 4  
[LBQ\(^{+13}\), MRC17]. 13 [AAG\(^{+18}\)]. 3  
[YLY\(^{+12}\)]. 4 [BMH\(^{+16}\)]. \(\alpha\) [MRB12]. \(\beta\)  
[AAE11, BMH\(^{+16}\), YXS16]. \(\ell_2\) [JXN\(^{+16}\)]. 4  
[F\(^{2}\)] [BCS11]. \(G\) [LBQ\(^{+13}\)]. \(K\)  
[ARZ\(^{+14}\), PFJ\(^{+19}\), AC12, AFJ12, HC14a, IM14, LMZ14]. \(L_p\) [LLT10]. \(\lambda\) [SPA17]. \(M\)  
[ZWZ16]. \(N\) [LZGZ14, MRK18, KNTB18]. \(O(m \log m)\) [SSS\(^{+15}\)]. \(O(N^2)\) [BHS\(^{+04}\)].  
\(O(n \log n)\) [WLY14]. \(\Omega(n^2/\log n)\) [BE08]. \(P\) [VTGC16, UKV18]. \(q\) [CZX19]. \(R\)  
[MTNH17, Pol13]. \(S\) [SP11].

-Approximation [CWZL08, EH06, HZL19].  
-ATPase [BCFCC13]. -Barrel [YXS16].  
-bounded [KO15]. -Cell [BMH\(^{+16}\)].  
-Content [RKDR10]. -D  
[APPG18, NPK\(^{+07}\)]. -Exemplar [BJ13].  
-means [IM14]. -Median [UKV18]. -mer [HC14a, LMZ14, PFJ\(^{+19}\)]. -motif  
[Tan14, CW11]. -Omic [Ano12a]. -Peptide [KNTB18]. -Quadruplexes [LBQ\(^{+13}\)].  
shortest [ARZ+14]. -time [SSS+15].
-Transform [SP11]. -Values [VTGC16].

/K [BCFCC13].


3’ [MSH+11]. 3b [LGN+19]. 3ST [HS08].

7th [GJH19].

9 [LFZ+19].


[SLS+14]. Aggregation [APP18, BRF17, GSC17, SM12, SPMB13, YOK10]. Aging [TC13, YFCM17, FZM15]. Agnostic [AALD17]. Agreement [BM06, GB10, RBdIVMP16, SCPS12]. Aided [gCLL+10, MVS+13]. Airflow [RSCX18]. Airway [RSCX18]. AkaneRE [SYM+10]. Albumin [RTA+16]. Algebraic [FM13, LW13b, XZB11]. Algorithm [ALR+13, AALD17, BHS+14, BPV+11, B09, BKLS18, BS08, CFOS06, CC09, CAW+19, CBF+18, CWZL08, DT11, EH06, FM12, FMD18, GZFT15, GSC+18].
GAGM11, GK08, GPMH16, Gra04, HBM19, HWPE17, HBC+11, HHYH07, HLSR18, HDS+18, HLH11, HvIKS11, KCD+12, KSMT19, LHL+19a, LtaS13, LCLL10, LLHF15, LLH+17, LTL+19, LLW10, LWZ12, LJZZ13, LT07, MLW+12, MGXS15, MTSCO10, MPS18, MCD+11, MLZ17, MB16, MM17, NTC07, NP13, NPD+17, ORCJ13, OMWX09, OP11, PAL+12, PLCW17, PK13, RMV12, RSJK13, SDS18, SREK19, SS04, SIM12, SV16, SR10, TSP17, UJ09, UWHL15, UAH16, WLC11, WAK13, WBE13, WCLY12, WWLL16, Wan16, WDHO8, WLC11, WMS09, XWC15, YWK+07, YCYC12, YYYC13, YCO8, ZWL+12, ZZC17, ZHH18a, ZLJT17, ZW13, AMBK14, CFSI+15, DST+15b, FWY+15, GRDV14, GM14, GAVRL15, HLW15, ARZ+14, Nye14, PWZW15, PWC+15, RHH16, SHK14, SKH15. algorithm [STT+14, SSS+15, XXM+16, YHV+15, ZSY+14]. Algorithmic [LQV+13]. Algorithmics [BvBF+11]. Algorithms [AKS13, ASI+11, AAE11, BEW09, BAK06, BBK+07, BG17, BM13, CEFBS06, CW09b, CW11, CW12, CHE13, CAN+08, DBR07, GH08b, HK12, HLS11, HYW08, HKM+18, JRSS18, Jia10, KB19, LNC+05, LCC+11, MO04, Ma09, MSP+19, MWS12, NSNA19, PG18, PH10a, POS+18, Pol13, RZMC17, RAA10, SK08, Shi10, SHUP19, SLH+06a, SDB+07, TS18, TRKRC13, WL11, Wan12, WBE13, WCY12, XZG+18, YLCC13, YDM+08, ZD12, ZZ18, vKIKKS08, PKSV+16, Tan14, ZHL+14, MVVR19]. Alignable [PS11]. Aligned [LSTW+17]. Aligner [EMK18]. Aligning [WL14, YICW+15]. Alignment [AH11, AKLJ17, AGMP09, BTRR11, BAK06, CWC04, CGPW06, DBZ12, DK17, DK13, DBN18, ECK16, FGKH11, FMD18, GPMH16, HT09, HGM18, HB11, IGM+07, JZW17, AKD17, KK08, LNR+09, LPR+08, MWL+12, MKG08, MHK11, MGKG17, NP13, NSZK15, PHX+08, Pol11, Pol12, Pol13, RCM+19, RGN+09, SH11b, SLH+06a, SSWF12, TRKRC13, TDK13b, TED+12, TDA+09, TTWR13, VM18, WS08, WLMW+11, WHKK07, WAK13, WB11, WCLY12, Xu05, YLL+06, YH13, ZLLS17, ZGB+12, CV14, FZM15, FSL+15, MG14, PSK+15, SHS15, SCC+15, SPF14, XXY+16]. Alignment-Free [YH13, CV14]. Alignments [BDD+10, HVG04, HPL+13, PT09]. All-Mapper [CZ19]. Allele [BBSP08, DLM12]. Allowing [AGMP09]. almost [WLY14]. along [AGMP09]. Alphabet [SJNS19]. Alphabet-Friendly [SJNS19]. Alphabetic [FMD18]. alphabets [YHV+15]. Alter [JLW17]. Altering [Zha18]. Alternative [NHTD17]. Alternatively [RLRH18]. Always [BBCP07]. Alzheimer [JHZL19, LWT+18, MLA+13]. AMAS [TC16]. Ambiguities [ZZS07]. Ambiguity [Gz11]. Amino [HLG10, Kar12a, LYL+17, NLGG12, YH13]. Aminoacrosorosa [DABV17]. Analog [Pre04]. Analog-Spectrum [Pre04]. Analyses [ATA+17, KPP19, SSD19, WYY+13]. Analysis [ACC+13, APK18, iAOS16, BB11, BR18, BGS+12, BKL18, BS05, BCFC13, CP13, CXW+13, Che10, CWZ08, CZM+18, CMC+12, Dal16, DSHM08, DADF+10, DKDD10, DSVMM18, DPW12, FZWS17, FM12, FWY19, GHG+13, GCZ18, GF10, Gos11, GM16, Han10, HB05, HYC12, HSTW06, HLDZ17, HLSL13, IL18, IYA12, JDCC12, JL10, JFR+19, JCP13, JZL13, KPK+17, KNTB18, KSB12, KSK+18, LCTS08, LEAK11, LFK16, LTM+12, LL11, LKV+11, LLX+11, SLLA07, JLL+15, LHG+16, LPH+13, LXG+16, LLH18, LW19b, LTL+07, MWZY17, MO04, MTH17, Mam05, MT12b, MC07, MZ1+13a, MG17, MWD11, MBB+13, MBB+17, NU06, NA11, NO09, NNM+12b, OG11, PLMV12, PIPC18,
Pau18, POS⁺18, RdMCBC13, RAM17, Roc11, RWH⁺10, RPBP18, SDA⁺16, SKS⁺19, SDCW11, SKD⁺07, TZH07, TRKRC13, TWZW16, UBP⁺19, UKV18, VMZM17, WZA07, WMWA12, WYHD17, WHXS17, WWL19, WFY⁺19]. \textbf{Analysis}\[WP08, WHKK07, WWC18, XHY⁺18, YLXJ04, YLL⁺06, YB08, ZMST18, ZZ13, ZZN15, ZW16, ZC11, ZK16, ZZS07, ZWW17, ZYW⁺13, ZGDH16, ZCWW19, dCAR11, GTDK15, GMCB14, KG15, LHN⁺13, LYH⁺16, LLCZ15, L15, LLH⁺14, MEOL14, OFC⁺14, RTWR15, WZ14, WZC⁺15, YTL15, YCY⁺15, ZMP⁺14, ZWC15]. \textbf{Analytic}\[BCLC15]. \textbf{Analytical}\[HLM⁺13, KBBD⁺17, LCOMG14]. \textbf{Analyze}\[GFG16]. \textbf{Analyzing}\[ABS15, BHMA06, CHW⁺18, GHL05, SCSS05, SC11, TV11, WDL⁺17, PSK⁺16]. \textbf{Ancestral}\[ACPR10, GZFT15, LCSW18, MRS09, NLHL17, SLH06b, WKE11, HZZT14]. \textbf{Ancient}\[LCSW18, SW09]. \textbf{Angles}\[FSX19]. \textbf{Annealing}\[BA18, TW10]. \textbf{Antigen}\[KT07]. \textbf{Antibody}\[ZWL11]. \textbf{Antibody-Specified}\[ZWL11]. \textbf{Antiepileptic}\[RBB⁺19]. \textbf{Antifreeze}\[KNTB18]. \textbf{Anti-Cancer}\[PSIM17, WLCX18, BHW⁺14]. \textbf{Anti-EGFR}\[MWZY17]. \textbf{Anti-longevity}\[WFD15]. \textbf{Antibiotic}\[MWD11]. \textbf{Antibiotic-Resistant}\[MWD11].
Assembling [AM12, DBK18, GAJ13, HG16, LLH19, PS11, PGF18, TGP+15, XSS17, ZKP+07].
Approximate [AMGC16, BDD18, CLH+15, LRR08, LLZC12, PNP+18, PAAG07, QKÖ18, RGI13, TGGF10, Tsa12, VTGC16, WYY+13, YL12, ZS19, LYH+16, NCMCAR15, WSTL+15, XLC+15].
Associated [AAF+13, GZC+17, LWL+18, LHZH17, MWSM12, WLCX18, YWN+19, YAB13, YKW18, ZS18].
Associative [KNS+05].
Assortative [PPZ12].
Assumption [BCVS19, TM11].
ASTRAL [SRM18].
Asymmetric [FPPR11].
Asymptotic [DR16, ZWZ16].
Asynchronous [LW13b, ZWL15].
Asymptotic [FPPR11].
Attractor [AKMT12, MPQY19].
Attractors [DT11, FMRS18, KH14].
Attribute [ACWW05, ACWW07, HC13].
Attributed [ZLY+13, aureus [AKNB07].
Authentication [CBZ+16].
Autism [SvdSS+18].
Auto [LHH19, CMS12].
Auto-Filling [LHH19].
AutoDock [HOS+12a, HOS+12b].
Automata [HBRU13, MHKR12, RA16].
Automated [DGV+17, GAR+09, GLG10, LFZ+19, RKDR10, UBP+19].
Automatic [CPQ08, DADF+10, MA12, Ozy12, RV06, SYZ+13, SZCX19, SSL+14, YSC13, YB08, ZCR+17, LZGZ14].
Automaton [KHP12].
autophagy [MFS+15].
autophagy-related [MFS+15].
autoregressive [JHP15].
Average [HYW08].
Aware [UWLH15].
Awareness [ZWL11].
B [WWC18, LLW+11, XHY+18, ZWL11, ZHL+14].
B-Cell [XHY+18, ZWL11, ZHL+14].
Bacillus [NPBD16, SSDN12].
Backbone [FSX19, HSTW06].
Bacteria
Bicliques [GM14]. Biclustering [CWZ8, HMY10, MTSCO10, MBM*13, MB16, TBKH05, AMBK14]. bicluster [HTLL12, YNBM05]. Bi-Random [HMW 12]. Binary [BG12, HYW+17, KB17, KB19, PK13, WLA*13, YNBM05, YOKI09]. Binders [CPQ08]. Binding [AM12, CHZ*16, EMDH11, GLW12, HZTP12, HLZ*17, IDDI3, LSTW*17, LPH18, LFFL*18, MGL*12, MGXS15, MWZY17, PLF12, PIPC18, RTA*16, SLRQ19, WP08, WLL13, WPL15, WLWP16, WZ13a, ZCG*18, ZZH19, ZZDY13, AM15, DS*15, LHWL15, PSK*15, STT*14, WSTL*15]. Bindings [HBRU13]. Binning [LHKL17, LZGZ14]. Binomial [PNU*18]. Bio [GRTL14, HLL019, SLX*18, TS17]. Bio-Curation [HLL019]. Bio-driven [GRTL14]. Bio-Images [SLX*18]. Bio-Inspired [TS17]. Biochemical [AV17, HM13, QV17, SH11a, SMSZ17, UWHL15, VSR*06]. biochips [AIS*16]. bioconductor [VPB15]. BioCreative [Ano09c, gCLL*10, CLML10, LS10, LMK*10, RSK*10]. BioExtract [BL1*10]. Biogeography [GGJ*06]. Bioimage [NBGL19]. Bioinformatic [HVD18]. Bioinformatical [AHT*18]. Bioinformatics [Ano09c, BPRZ11, BBH12, Cas06, Cas07, Che12, CN12, CZ12, Che13, CLR10, FJJ18, GH08b, GJH19, HKK07, HMZ17, HC15, IYA12, KPP19, Kim18, LNY05b, LNY05a, LC10, MPZ07, MPZ08, MPSZ09, MWZ13, MSZ19, MNPZ10, MJ18, OMWY09, SA15, SPK19, SJNS19, TS18, WYXY16, WDL*17, WLC18, WH11, YSC19, ZC14, ZL19, CEG14, GPSF15, MNA14, TDD14, Ano05b, Ano12b, Gus04b, RZF17, Tit16]. BIOKDD [LC10]. BIOKDD2013 [PR14]. BioLMiner [CLM10]. Biologic [CL15]. Biological [AAF*13, ATA*17, AF12, AFAW*11, ABVD12, BDS12, BvBF*11, BMZ15, BWRF12, CMS12, CNM11, DFTC12, DBN18, ED15, FPPR11, GLS*16, GPMH16, GLG10, GHL05, GM16, HB05, HYZ16, JRN*18, KL11c, Kuk13, LBM*18, LLH*07, LN13, LWZ12, MO04, MBGP12, MNND13, MSS*19, MVS*13, MB16, NNM*12a, NNM*12b, PFJ*19, Pau18, PR18, PLCW17, PCK19, PPZ12, RYK*19, RA16, SFB*08, SdOD*12, SDN*11, SJZ19, TV11, TKDK13a, TKDK13b, VBB18, WLWN17, WDL*17, Wig15, ZWS16, ZKW19, ZSC*10, ED14, GTDK15, Gu16, HM15, HPH*15, HKL14, Jam15, MZL15, WZC*15, ZSY*14]. Biologically [BB11, PK12, SMK*12, TNQ08]. Biology [ALWG18, Ano05b, Ano09c, Ano12b, BLP18, BU17, Cas06, Cas07, CSW11, CN12, FS12, FS13a, FJJ18, GCZ18, GTTR*17, GJH19, Gus04b, HKK07, HSS18, Jam13, JFN11, Maz12, MCD*11, RZF07, SPK19, SYL19, SGH12, TS18, Tit16, TC13, WYXY16, WH11, WCXL18, Zha16, ZS19, KG15, TWZ*14, MVVR19]. Biomarker [ALQ17, KGF*14, LTL10, MLZ18, PSIM17, TP18, WDS*12, OFC*14]. Biomarkers [DHCW18, SQZA14]. Biomechanical [JGR15]. Biomedical [BMH13]. Bioextract [HLL*18a, HW07, HDS*18, JHL16, LHYL11, LLQ*16, LTW*11, LNC*05, MCC16, OLZ11, Ozy12, QF018, WCMZ15, WB17, WGX*17, XLL*18, XLL19, ADTQ16, GFG16, JZC15, MKARB16, Vog15]. biomedicine [YN14]. Biomolecular
Bubbles [ZL15], Budding [CAW+19], Budgeted [MPKvH09], Builder [VSR+06], Building [CKWY12, MEOL14, NCMCAR15, NLHL17, VBG+18], Bulk [XSS17], Burial [LHWL15], Burrows [KK19, KVX12, LHS16, NTR16, TED+12], Burrows-Wheeler [KVX12], C [AAG+18, HEE+18, LHKL17, MP19, SKD+07], C-detected [AAG+18], C-Means [LHKL17, SKD+07], Ca [LCOMG14], Cache [CLR10], Cache-Oblivious [CLR10], Calcium [JLW17, PTM+19], Calculating [Vis18, WM19b, SYV14], Calculation [GDM18], Call [Ano05b, Ano08c, Ano09c, Ano12a, Ano13d, Ano13b, Ano13c], Calling [BBSP08, LKW+19, XZY+14], CAMS [SHK14], Can [AHT+18, Wil11], Canceller [AKS13], Cancer [BR18, BHMA06, BD19, CD08, DSZ+06, DZH16, DG19, GS17, GMSD11, GBJ08, GBB+11, Han10, KSN+12, KCP18, KKK19, LDM18, LHC18, MWZY17, Mah10, MF12, MSS+13a, MBP+19, OG11, PSS09, PSIM17, Pl09, PB19, RBB+19, RAK13, RYK+19, SSS+11, SMRP15, SJS19, ST05, SSL11, SPTK19, SWL19, UBP+19, UKV18, WCX07, WLCX18, WQY18, WLHY19, WDS+12, WGG16, WW19, XHQ+18, XAW07, YLCC13, YLY+12, YCCM12, YGY+19, YOK109, ZHS07, ZLL+17, ZZ18, ZXL19, ZS19, BHW+14, JR14, KPB14, LCLZ15, LMW14, MFS+15, MIR14, SRLR14, TWZ+14, XLLW15, YCY+15], Cancer-Associated [KCP18], Cancer-Related [RYK+19], cancers [ZMP+14], Candidate [ZRRPZ19], Capabilities [BLP+12, MM14a], Capsid [XSS17], Capture [LV18], Capturing [DI5], Carbon [RBDJ11, MZS+16], Carcinoma [CSSS16, DCHW17, YSW+17], Cardiac [LKY+11, MBF+13], Cardiomyocytes [WBP+12], Cards
OG11, Ozy12, PTH+18, dSRCT+11, SSS+11, ST05, SHJL10, SSV18, WCX07, WZJH12, WDS+12, WLA+13, WW19, XHQ+18, XZC07, XAW07, YLXJ04, YRD+13, ZLZ06, ZHSS07, ZwGC17, ZYW17, ZZN+11a, ZCWW19, ZBFK10, ED14, GRDV14, LXZ+15, MBS15, RHK14, YRD+14a.

Classifier

[AV17, BDP11, GZR+18, HBH12, HC16, IYA12, PI09, SSP+17, SMM15, WGX+17].

Classifiers [DPS+13, FTT16, IW13a, NLGG12, QBPCL12, WBI17, YOKI09].

Classifying [AC12, CSSS16, CR14, LRM08, SLX+18, YN14].

Clearance [SZCX19].

Climbing [RV06].

Clinical [BKP+19, BDP11, CKYW12, HXX18, HYC12, LHH19, LTRW19, MLZ18, MBP+19, MCHT17, RTPM+19].

cliques [ZZ15].

Clock [BZ07, CL15].

Clone [Kur13].

Closed [PPM+13].

Closed-Loop [PPM+13].

Closely [MYCW12].

Cloud [CW11].

Cluster [PCDP18].

Clustering [DP18].

Cluster-Assisted [PCDP18].

Clusters [ACWW05, ACWW07, BBH12, CMS12, CLS19, DGH+06, DWSB11, GLW12, GLG10, HCH18, JCF13, JMA17, KNS+05, KK12, KZ10, LHTT11, LSTW+17, LBL12a, LLHF15, LCW+18, LGW+18, LT07, MSQ18, MP13, MA12, NZK15, NPD+17, OMW09, RWH+10, SV209, SY09, SKD+07, SMK+12, SGB12, TK05, UKV18, VKM07, VF09, WNT+17, WZA07, WLCP11, WLW12, WLZ+19, WFY+19, WOYL17, XHQ+18, YLY+12, YP13, YCY+13, ZHJ17, ZYW17, CFIS+15, FN14, IM14, LCC+15, LA+14, MG14, MR14, RB14, SHK14, SDDA+14, WL14, YCY+14, YCY+15, YLY+12].

Clustering-Based

[CLS19, YLY+12, MG14, SDDA+14].

Clusterings [Mah10].

Clusters [BG13, GDM18, KSv12, LW18, RdICGW09, RYK+19, SW09, ZACS09, HKN14, WDX+15].

ClusterViz [WZX+15].

CMSB [BLP18].

CMStalker [LMP15].

Co [DZH16, GZFT15, GDM18, MWSL18, TM11, WOYL17, XZG+18].

Co-Complex [WOYL17].

Co-evolution [TM11].

Co-Evolutionary [GZFT15, XZG+18].

Co-Expression [DZH16, GDM18, MWSL18].

Coalescence [GPE17, TR13, Zha11, GE14, GE15].

Coalescent [DR16, Ros13, TBRS13, Wu10].

Coalescent-Based [TBRS13].

Coarse [CGLF12, LQV+13, MDPR18, WLY+09].

Coarse-Grain [LQV+13].

Coarse-Grained [CGLF12].

Co-clustering [CD08, JZL13, PR12].

CoDe [BvdGK+11, Tho16, UJ09].

Codes [HXX18, TSM14].

Coding [LFZ+19, LHLH19, MK16, MCCZ08, dSRCT+11].

Codon [HEK18, MNR09, SGC07].

Coefficient [WLWP12, WDL+17].

Coevolutionary [HC17, NLM+18].

Coexpressed [PWT10, ZYJ+11, KSM14].

Coexpression [BB11, BLR08, RB16, YC08, ZN15, WDX+15].

CoG1 [XZG15].

Cognitive [ZYW17, ZWS+18].

Coherent [YNBM05].

coheseive [ZMC+14].

coli [iAOSS16, RBdJ11].

Collaboration [ANR11, JJH12].

Collected [ZYF+18].

collections [Mat15].

Collective [Cza18, LDL+17].

CollHaps [TBGL10].

Colon [RHA13, RH14].

Colony [LGZ+17, ORCJ13].

Color [TZY11].

Colorectal [KKK19, PB19].

Colored [AP07, RSJK13, WLY15].

Combat [ZD17].

Combination [AV17, BRS18, DPS+13].

Combination [CL15].

combinations [DWZ+15].

Combinatorial

[BM08, HS08, JL10, LRR08, LMP15, PAG07, VGBK19, YHY13].

Combinatorics [HCMB18].

Combined [AHT+18, MGXS15, PNP+18, SZLL11, WL07, WWL16].

Combining
[ARP+16, CWZ08, DCHW17, GKPS11, HLVZ+17, KS18, KMG+05, LWT+18, LL19, SFMS18, TOYHZ19, VF09, VTGC16, WS12, ZLZ+19, BDBH15]. Comembership [HRdR09]. Comment [FLW12]. Common
[GLL+18, LZ18b]. Comorbidity [HZW+17, JBGLS19]. Compact
[SGR+17]. Compactly [DM09]. Companion [Ano12a]. Comparative
[AM12, BCVS19, DS19, JCF13, KAP+12, LTA13, LW18, LNC+05, NNM+12b, ZZS07, AM15, BM14, BF14]. Compared [FMRS18]. Comparing
[BCF+07, CW07, QV17, SS06a, VASG10, HC14b]. Comparison
[AS05, BM12, CRV09, CLR11, CNYW12, DZA+06, DPW12, FFT16, FPPR11, GRS+13, HEE+18, HYZ16, LK1+19, LPH+13, MKH11, Roc11, SMK+12, WLPW16, YH13, CV14]. Comparisons
[BAK06, LFF18]. Compatibility
[BLS12, SS06b]. Compatible [BN06]. Competence [NPBD16, SSDN12]. complement [TSM14]. Complementarity
[ADPH11, ADPH13, DM09, PBhL+11]. Complementary
[TNQ08]. Complex
[BWRF12, DMJ+18, GLS+16, GBB+11, HC18, HC19, HC13, HHR09, LLNW17, MTNH17, MVS+13, PG06, BVJSS+18, SJZ19, TGD+16, TP18, WHHY19, WOYL17, WW19, XL16, ZLY+13, DZW+15, TYL+16]. Complexes [FJJ11, KSK+18, LLH+07, OYDZ15, YB08, ZDL12, CWZW15, PWZW15, XG14, ZZ15, ZWL+14b]. Complextity
[BN06, BCF+07, BS10b, BLS12, CEFBS06, HKM+18, KB17, LLW10, PH10b, Pol12, RZMC17, TZP17]. Complicated [HWPE17]. Component
[BKLS18, BSLR05, CWX+13, DSHM08, Gos11, Han10, JDCC12, LXG+16, SDCW11, dCAR11, LLH+14]. Component-Based
[CCYW12, KAL+17, LLTC19, NLGG12, RST10]. Compositions [KNTB18]. Compound
[CZW+18]. Compound-Protein
[CZW+18]. Comprehensible
[FWA10]. Comprehensive
[GSK13, SGH12, WWBZ19, YOGY11]. Compress [GDM12]. Compressed
[CW07, GRS+13, MDM13]. Compressing
[XZG15]. Computation
[KK19, TWG+12, Wa10, GFG16]. Computational
[AJD+12, ANR11, ATA+17, ALWG18, Ano05b, Ano09c, Ano12b, BLP18, BBS08, BRZ+17, BCF+07, BMZM15, Cas06, Cas07, CN12, DBN18, FS12, FS13a, GCZ18, GLL+18, Gus04b, HOK07, HSS18, Jan13, JZH12, KZV+18, LH13, LHL+19b, LHY+11, MTNH17, MVVR19, MPR+18, MA12, NAAH19, PLMV12, PH10b, RZP07, R16, RCBB91, SK08, SWB15, SPK19, SYL19, SWX+19, TS18, TSP16, WYWX16, YB08, ZDL+19, MM14a]. Computations
[ZXB11, ZSC+10, MKARB16]. Computer
[MVS+13]. Computer-Aided
[MVS+13]. Computers
[TIA+11]. Computing
[APPG18, BGS+12, BS07, BS09, BWRF12, BBH12, DB14, GLS+16, GDWK+15, GSB+13, GJS11, HZT+19, HM13, HBG16, HBG17, HBG18, HBG19, ME19a, MKS+17, MDH11, OP11, PK13, RP13, SNM08, TLSA18, TS17, UAH16, WS08, WYWX16, CFIS+15, GPScF15]. Concept
[TWZW16]. Concepts
[BMT17]. Concerning
[BvdGK+11]. Concise [Son06]. Concurrent
[MTM+15]. Concussion
[WNT+17]. Condition
[Gos13, MSQ18, RB16, Son06].
[ADPH11, YCZ+18]. **Descriptors**
[ARP+16, HZTP12, WB11]. **Design**
[AKS13, Che16, GJZH17, mHB13, IL18, IYA12, JSS+18, JZS+18, LHDS18, MDD18, MM17, OMADG+12, SK08, SB12, TRBK09, WLC11, YCYC12, DYD15, HPH+15, KH14, MG14, MM14a]. **Designer** [BPP+13].

**Designing** [GBB+11, JLi13, MDM13, NTC07, SB09, SBY12, THH+19]. **Designs** [GK08]. **desired** [HPH+15]. **Detect** [HK12, YGBB10, ZYF+18, LLL16a, SSML15].

detected [AAG+18]. **Detecting**
[ALQ17, ABVD12, AALD17, JLYZ16, KSM14, LZ18b, NVSH18, OYDZ15, RH05, TWG+12, TBRS11, UJ09, ZXLZ18a, ZXLZ18b, ZWL+14b, SSS+15, ZZ15].

**Detection**
[ARM+19, AGGM11, BBN18, CW09a, CWL12, DADF+10, FMD18, GLL+18, GDWK+15, HLL+18a, HTLL12, IG+07, LL19, LGW19, LGB15, LCB17, MYCW12, MPQV19, NSC17, PCK19, RHAK13, RB14, Shi10, TP18, WS12, Wer06, WOYL17, YC08, ZIW+11, ZmCXS17, dNG17, CBN15, DGR15, GBTL14, HWK14, LWM14, MMFD14, PS15, SB16, SXL+14, Vog15].

**Determination**
[BZR+17, BKR11, WL07, DST+15b].
**Determining** [AAF+13, Tah14].

**Developing** [SWX+19]. **Development**
[Che12, HSS18, MMH15, TZH07]. **Devices**
[GTTR+17, MKARB16]. **diabetes** [GJK15].

**Diagnosing** [HC16, WW19]. **Diagnosis**
[BBN18, JHZL19, PTH+18, YOKI09, ZHSS07, GJY+14]. **Diagnoses**
[An012a, BDP11]. **Diagonal** [YHCS19].

**Diagrams** [YNBM05]. **Diameter**
[HZR+19, HSISM11, GE15]. **Diameters**
[GPE17, GE18]. **Diazoxide** [WLX18]. **dibenzopyrrole** [KP14]. **DICLENS**
[MA12]. **Dictionary** [KBSCZ12].

**Difference**
[JRSS18, ME19a, ME19c, DWZ+15].
**Differences** [vBdRD+11]. **Different**

[CHW+18, CZM+18, LEAK11, LL11, LW19a, NI07, RCP+18, SdOD+12, ZZY+17, dJP08, ABS17, BMM14, HLW15, ZSY+14]. **Differentially**
[AA06, EAS12, HHSC13, LXG+16, LGW+18, SD1K19, WS12, KSM14].

**Differentiating** [ZLX19]. **Difficult**
[BBCP07]. **Diffused** [WWC18]. **Diffusion**
[FZWS17, SHJ10]. **Digest**
[BBK+07, JR14]. digital [AIS+16].

**Dimension** [ST05, YTL15]. **Dimensional**
[Che10, CHC+05, DZA+06, HDS+18, LHL+19a, LTM13, LN13, NP18, PL17, SWL19, WLLL16, WRH+09, WVL+17, ZMT13, ZK18, BP14, Qiu14, YN14, ZMC+14]. **Dimensionality** [LRM08].

**Diploid** [KWL07]. **Directed**
[ARS17, PPZ12, Zha18]. **Directional** [ZS19].

**Dirichlet** [CGZ15, PRZ+14, RdCG19].

**Disambiguation** [HVD18, HWK14].

**DiscMLA** [ZHZ18a]. **Discordance** [PT09].

**Discovering** [AOS+18, AC1P10, BHS+04, KN05, LSTW+17, LLH+07, LNC+05, MPF12, RB16, RM18, RA16, WHWP12, WSTL+15, XL16, YNBM05]. **Discovery**
[AN11, ABS17, B09, BD19, BVN+11, CLST+13, CHK17, GXS17, GCB+18, Han10, JL10, KC11, KZ10, LDS+07, LHL+19a, LMPT15, LCLL10, LCW+18, LT07, MLZ18, PWT10, RL04, SKDA19, SS04, TP18, UB+19, WLCP11, YAB13, YLY+12, YNN+18, ZDL12, ZZ18, ZZN+11b, ZMC+14, ZA11, CWDS15, CA14, FWY+15, JZC15, KGF+14, OFC+14].

**Discrete** [CWZ08, ED15, HGM18, LCW+18, PTM+19, SH11a, WZ13b].

**Discrete-State** [SH11a]. **Discriminant**
[FWY19, NO09, OG11, WYHD17, YLX04].

**Discriminate** [THH+19]. **determining**
[SQZA14]. **discrimination** [DI15].

**Discriminative** [KC11, hLMBJ11, ZZH18a].

**Disease** [DHCW18, GSC17, HZW+17, JBgLS19, JHZL19, LWL+18, LRR08,
LZHZ17, LWT+18, LDL+17, LTRW19, MS17, QLZ16, QBPEL12, VBG+18, WLCX18, WLA+13, XPH12, XW16, YG19, ZLLZ17, ZWS+18, ZZRZ19, YW+N+19.

**Disease-Associated** [L DL+17]. **Diseases** [GZC+17, HC16, TP18, YWN+19, DWZ+15, LLRZ15, TYL+16]. **Disequilibrium** [LLC+13]. **Disorders** [GSC17, SVdSS+18]. **Disparate** [QKO18]. **Disrupt** [GED+17]. **Dissect** [WLHY19]. **Dissimilarity** [FB19]. **Distance** [AKNB07, AS05, BFK17, BG12, BS10b, BJ13, CWZL08, DS14, FM11, GRS+13, Lab06, LTM+13, Pol12, SGC07, SWH+12, WM19b, WZ13b, ZZY+17, ZSC+10, ZW13, dSMBD17, DNR15, TSM14].

**Distance-based** [DS14]. **Distances** [BPV+11, JZSZ12, OP11]. **Distant** [VSKJ11]. **Distinguishing** [AD12].

**Distorted** [Mos07]. **Distributed** [GZR+18, LBL+10, PFJ+19, PSN+15, RTPM+19, SSD19, WWC18, GFC16]. **Distribution** [ASL+11, BS09, DADF+10, Gru11, LLH+17, MT12a, DWZ+15].

**Distributions** [APPG18, LTM+13, SZZ+19, SHUP19, WM19a]. **Disturbance** [LL11, LLL+16b]. **Disulfide** [YLH+15].

**Diurnal** [WGP11]. **Divergence** [EW04, ZZS18]. **Diverse** [LSB+11].

**Diversity** [FWY19, MPKvH09, SNM08].

**Divide** [KD15, OCL3, SR10]. **Divisive** [MA12].

**DLBCL** [WWC18]. **DNA** [ASJ+07, BTYC13, CFOS06, CLST+13, CW09a, CH11, CL+18, CWL15, CLS19, CL08, CAN+08, DCHW17, DSVMM18, DPW12, GZGX14, GPKS11, HEK18, HHS13, HG16, HLZ+17, HLH11, KCD+12, KC11, KBSCZ12, LSTW+17, LPH18, LLW+11, cWAW07, MGL+12, MRK18, MMH14, NVSH18, PKR12, PG12, PGF18, RV04, RG16, SLRQ19, TDA+09, TSM14, UJ09, WZZ+18, WP08, WSTL+15, WLPW16, WW19, ZZH19, ZZDY13, ZL15].

**DNA-Binding** [MGL+12, ZZDY13].

**DNA-Protein** [WP08, ZZH19]. **DNAzyme** [EES14]. **Dnmt3a** [LGN+19]. **DNRLMF** [YWN+19]. **Do** [RRTB12]. **Dock** [ADPH13, BCS11]. **Docking** [ADPH11, ADPH13, BCS11, GED+17, LSB+11, PSN+15, SZ11]. **Documents** [AC12, KAHK+10]. **Does** [BCVS19].

**Domain** [CJY+19, LB19]. **Domains** [HMK+07, LDC+07, QLZ16, WCMZ15, DC15, PWC+15]. **Dominating** [ZW+17].

**Double** [SZCX19, YCY+14]. **Downhill** [SS04, DP1 [IDD13]. **DPNuc** [CGZ15].

**Drawing** [Hus09, SNM12]. **Drawings** [VAGS10]. **drift** [SPWF14]. **Driven** [CSW11, CCE19, HLY+16, YCCM12, GTBL14, KG15]. **Driver** [ZZ18, LP15, LWM14].

**Drosophila** [GGH+13, KI11, LJK+12]. **DrPOCS** [WCQ+19].

**Drug** [BD19, EZW+17, KHP12, KS18, LC19, MWZY17, PSIM17, RV13, SZ11, SYKS15, SSP+17, SWX+19, UBP+19, UKV18, WLCX18, WCQ+19, XZ19, BH+14, FHRG14, KPB14, LYH+16, XLC+15].

**Drug-Gene-Disease** [WLCX18].

**Drug-Induced** [SWX+19]. **Drug-pathway** [LYH+16]. **Drug-Response** [UKV18].

**Drug-Target** [EZW+17, FHRG14].

**DrugBank** [RV13]. **Drugs** [PG12, YSW+17]. **Dual** [LLQ+16, RRBB+19].

**Duchenne** [BCL+13a]. **Ducat** [CSSS16].

**Duplication** [BE08, BEW09, BS11, BG05, HZHR+19, HCM18, KB17, KB19, LCWZ13, LCC+11, PG18, ZS18, ZZ14].

**Duplication-Transfer-Loss** [KB17, KB19].

**Duplications** [BCF+07, CDW12, SS06a, THL11]. **during** [HK12, KCZ+15, TC13].

**Dynamic** [BBK+07, CHZ+16, CLR10, GCL+18, HL16, HHYH07, HT09, LCZ16, NSZK15, PAL+12, RBdJ11, SMSZ17, TP18, WLL+09, WMWA12, WLLL16, XZG+18, ZLH12, ZD17, WZ14]. **Dynamic-Pattern** [WMWA12]. **Dynamical**
Dynamics [AVD+12, APKP18, CGLF12, Dem12, GBJ08, KL11c, LLES18, LW13b, PB12a, PTM+19, Pau18, RTA+16, RSCX18, SH11a, MFS+15, PSK+16]. **Dystrophy** [BCL+13a].

Early [BCL+13a, JHZL19, TP18]. **East** [XHY+18]. **Ebola** [MBP+18]. **EBWS** [KPP19]. **ECD** [YKW17]. **Edge** [WIWP12, HKLN14]. **Edition** [MVVR19]. **Editor** [Ano10c, BLP18, HMZ17, Ano04b, Ano08c, Ano12b, Cas06, Cas07, Cat17, Gus07a, Gus07b, LNY05a, Xu13, Xu14a, Xu15, Zha17]. **Editor-in** [Xu13]. **Editor-in-Chief** [Xu13]. **Editorial** [Che12, CN12, Che13, FJJ18, FK19, GJH19, Gus05, Gus08, Gus09a, Gus09b, GM16, HC15, HBG16, HBG17, HBG18, HBG19, KS13, KJ04, KJ05, Kim18, MJ18, Mur18, Sag09a, Sag09b, Sag09c, Sag10, Sag11a, Sag11b, Sag12, SPK19, TS17, TH18, WYWX16, WLWN17, WLC18, WH11, Xu13, Xu14a, Xu15, YSC19, YS17, ZC15, Zha17, dSK13, ESW14, LW15, MNA14, MKARB16, PR14, STA15, Xu14b, ZC14]. **Editorial-State** [Gus05]. **editors** [CEG14, XHS15, AS15, BPW17, BPRZ11, CJ12, FS12, FS13a, GH08b, Gus04a, Gus06a, LNY05b, MP207, MPZ08, MPSZ09, MWZ13, MSZ19, MNPZ10, RZF07, Sag09b, Wil04a]. **EEG** [AKS13, HLS18]. **EEG-Based** [HLS18]. **EEG/ERP** [AKS13]. **Effect** [AD12, BMH+16, GSC+18, GSC17, MRS09, RKDR10, SZCX19, WHXS17, ZZ14, WFD15]. **Effective** [AAP06, BRZ+17, CMSE+15, CZ17, HC07, WOYL17]. **Effectively** [CZW+18]. **effectiveness** [Jam15]. **Effects** [ALQ17, BCFC13, MWLS18]. **Efficacy** [LRM08, QL09, CWDS15]. **Efficiency** [KBBD+17, LHY+11, RKDR10, RKDR11, ZLLS17]. **Efficient** [BPV+11, BHHMCL16, CFOS06, CCE19, DLRW18, DBZ12, DLM12, DHC12, FM12, GPMH16, GSK13, HLY+10, HT09, JZW17, KVVX12, LYH+16, LJJ+15, LHG+16, MWL+12, ME19c, MS11, MCDD12, NSZK15, PG18, PH10a, PCK19, PBJ12, POS+18, SP11, SK08, SN12, SLH+06a, SDB+07, SK12, SDTK19, TZP17, VTGC16, WBP+12, WKL12, Wan16, WBE13, Wer06, WCLY12, YDM+08, YHZ+19, ZZH18a, GM14, LMZ14, LHS16, SDDA+14, SSKH15, SYV14, YHV+15, ZHL+14]. **Efficiently** [TK05, ZL+19, NYOL15]. **EGA** [Sen19]. **EGFR** [MWZY17]. **EHR** [ZDL+19]. **EHR-Based** [ZDL+19]. **EHRs** [MZSL19]. **EIC** [Gus08, Gus09b, Sag09a, Sag09b, Sag09c, Sag10, Sag11a, Sag11b, Sag12]. **Eigen** [MWZY17, WMWA12]. **Eigen-Binding** [MWZY17]. **Eigen-Genomic** [MWZY17]. **Eigenmap** [ZYW17]. **EKF** [ZWL+12]. **Elastic** [WMK16, ZLH+17]. **Electrical** [BMH+16]. **Electron** [MRB12]. **Electronic** [SGR+17]. **Electrostatic** [BTYC13]. **Electrostatics** [Gon13]. **Element** [WQL+16]. **Elementary** [UAH16, DB14]. **Elements** [AOYN+18, AD12, GGGZ14]. **Elimination** [CZ17, DLM12, LH+11, PGHT12, STT+14]. **ellipse** [SXL+14]. **Ellipsoid** [XAW07]. **ELLPACK** [BBH12]. **ELLPACK-R** [BBH12]. **ELM** [SSS+11]. **Elucidating** [LW19a]. **Elusiveness** [KSvI12]. **EMatch** [LDS+07]. **Embedded** [BHHMCL16, CYTY13, JS12]. **Embedding** [LC19, ZDYH17]. **Embeddings** [HLL+18a, LLQ+16]. **Embryonic** [GBTW16, GBTL14]. **Embryos** [LK11]. **EmDL** [XYZ19]. **EmDeL** [XYZ19]. **Encouraging** [ANR11]. **Encryption** [RCP+18]. **End**
[Gus09a, KY19, LLH+17, Sen19].

End-to-End [KY19, Sen19]. Endogenous [AD12]. Endoplasmic [LLES18].

Energetic [ZXB11, LHWW15]. Energy [ASJ+07, ACC+13, BCCFC13, mHB13, MSS13b, NA11, NSAH19, RJN18, SDS18, DWZ+15]. Engineered [MBP+18].

Engineering [BG5+12, INT11, LLA19, RB5+13, SDOD+12, TS17]. Enhance [SR06]. Enhanced [CPM18, WBE13, ZZZC17, ZD17, YHZ+19, ZYLZ18a, ZYLZ18b, DI15, LLW+15, PWC+15, TWZP14]. Estimates [JZW17].

Estimating [GKPS11, NGY+16, NSAH19, SS04, SWH+12, TIA+11]. Estimation [AS+11, BBW18, CAV+19, GAGM11, JRN+18, LWZ12, MNN13, MR10, SRM18, SNC+16, SGL12, TGGF10, WLW+11, WWLL16, YYW+07, YAB13, ZWL+12, Gu16, GJY+14, HLW15, TDD14, ZSY+14].

ETD [YKW17]. ETD/ECD [YKW17].

Euclidean [ME19c]. Eukaryotic [SSS13a, TR07]. Evaluate [LGX10].

Evaluating [WLYZ+09]. Evaluation [BKLS18, CAN+08, DM09, OMA+G+12, YLCC13, KP14]. Event [HLL+18a, JRN+18, LLQ+19, PTM+19, SYM+10, MZSL19]. Event-Level [MZSL19].

Events [BB04, MG19, TBRS13, Zha11].

Evidence [KK12, RLRH18, WZ14].

Evolution [AGMP09, BJ10, BPJ12, BHMR09, BM13, BSST08, CM13, DQ07, GBS11, HK12, HB11, LW19a, LB19, Ni07, SRLR14, ZZY+17, ZACS09, HLW15, TM11, ZSY+14].

Evolutionary [CS15, GZFT15, GSC+18, GK08, HC18, HHHY07, HTSL12, HLW15, HRdR09, KCD+12, KTL15, LCWZ13, LT07, MG19, NLLG12, SDS18, TWG+12, TBRS11, WDHO8, WLC11, XZG+18, YWK+07, YHZ+19, ZS18, DPL+14, Mat15].

Evolved [AD12, HF07, LSMF08]. EvoMD [WLC11].

Exact [CW11, CMQ+16, GRS+13, HBM19, KB19, MS11, RW07, TED+12, Wu10, ZS19, ZW13, ABH+14, Tan14, YHV+15].

Examining [GAJ+18]. Example [DSZ+06, OLZ11].

Examples [CZW+18, KK08]. Excisions [SS06a].

Excitation [MBF+13]. Exemplar
exhaustive

Existence [Son06]. Exocytosis [SDA+06]. Exons [WS12]. Expanded [mHB13]. Expansion [NSC17, XLL19, ZZKW18]. Expectation [MB16]. Expected [Pol11, Vis18]. Experiences [MCHT17]. Experimental [AHT+18, GK08, MDD18, NSAH19, DYD15]. Experiments [BDS12, BSST08, IVA11, IYA12, MGS17, MDM13, NFM+12, OMAdG+12, SVZ09, SC11, THH+19]. expert [GRDV14]. Experts [WCMZ15]. Explained [AHT+18]. Explaining [TGP+15]. Explicit [ZMT13]. Exploiting [AL12, CHL+12, HXXJ18, NSNN12]. Exploration [LTwG+11, RTPM+19, WRH+09]. Explorations [mHB13]. Exploratory [BLR08, Mah10]. Exploring [BSST08, CLC+17, CRK+19, DHC12, GTTR+17, JBP08, KNS+05, SLGK17, TYL+16, USMS19, VRJ+10].

Expressed [AAP06, EAS12, LXG+16, LWG+18, SDTK19, WS12]. Expression [ACW05, ACWW07, BGS+12, BDP11, BHMA06, BLP+12, Bon07, CWZ08, DZH16, DCHW17, DWSB11, GZG17, GMSD11, GZR+18, GDM18, GJZH17, GBJ08, HBH12, HHY07, HMW+12, HIC16, HTLL12, JCF13, KBND19, KG12, KCCC15, KCP18, KKK19, KK12, KMG+05, LEAK11, LTM+12, LTM+13, LBM+18, LRM08, LJ+12, LLHF15, LW16b, LLL15, LLA19, MTSB10, MSH+11, MWLS18, NPK+07, P109, PAAG07, RdICGW09, RW+10, RMS15, SCSS05, SSP+05, SIM12, SDCW11, SKD+07, SGK12, TZH07, TK05, TZU+16, TOYHZ19, UC10, UKV18, WZA07, WLL+09, WRH+09, WP08, XHG+18, XAW07, XOYHZ18, YLXJ04, YNB05, YLY+12, YP13, YCCM12, YOKI09, ZZKW18, ZMT13, ZHSS07, ZWSX12, ZXLZ18a, ZXLZ18b, ZYW+10, dCAR11, vBdRD+11, BMM14, FN14, JR14, KSM14, LXZ+15, PJN+14, RHIK14, YCY+14]. Expressions [ARM+19, BRF17, WCX07, WLHY19].


Extraction [BLR15, CBZ18, DLT10, DPS+13, DPA+17, GTBW16, HLS+10, HVD18, LK11, MCC16, SYM+10, XTL12c, YSC13, ZLY+12, TAL+15]. Extreme [ZHS07].

Facilitate [GJZH17]. Factor [CRP12, LPH18, PIPC18, WPL15, ZS18, LLRZ15].

Factored [PAL+12]. Factorization [EZW+17, JHX17, LW17, LGW+18, RM18, WLG+16, YHS19]. Factors [BPP+13]. False [ANR11, GCB+18, HZTP12, SS04, YAB13, CWDS15].

Families [DR16, Ros13, TRBK08, WWL19].

Family [CSS11, GzS11, RGI13, WFY+19].

Family-Based [RGI3]. Fast [ADPH11, BCS11, BM12, BBH12, CBFB12, CW11, CA14, DBR07, DWSB11, FSB+11, GZG17, GKI9, GAGM11, LH+19a, MW16, OG11, OP11, PVB+12, RMV12, RSJK13, Shi10, SBY12, TGLP16, WYY+13, WLCP11, WXS+19, WXC15, YXXC13, ZCG+18, ZS19, ZL15, dAc17, GY+14, ZLLS17].

Fast-Adaptive [ZCG+18]. Fast-Known [SBY12]. Faster [BAK06, CW07, HC16, SN12, SB09].

FastEtch [PK19]. FASTQ [How13, GDM12]. FastR [ZHEB05]. Fault
Feature [AWW18, AMHH16, BM17, DPS+13, DPA+17, GZG17, GCB+18, HZZY16, HLL+18a, HBC+11, HDS+18, KCD+12, LTM+12, LHLY11, LJJ+15, LZX+19, LPH+13, LHH19, MCHT17, NO09, PGHT12, PBL+11, SLX+18, SIM12, SZL+11, TZ16, TRKRC13, WZA07, WXS+19, YSC13, YM11, YXS16, YH13, ZWSX12, ZLPW16, ZwGC17, ZWY+10, ZCW19, BCLC15, GMCB14, HRHP16, LZGZ14, WFD15].

Feature-Integrated [LZX+19]. Featured [CLW13]. Features [AD12, BYZ+18, BS01a, CHW+18, FLW12, HC17, HLZ+17, KTLM15, KAHH+10, LLX+16, NBGL19, QCW+16, VF09, WB11, ZZCY10, ZKW19, ZZDY13, DPL+14, GPJSV14].


Filtering [KAP+12, SP11, WLL+09, HPH+15, SB16]. Filters [BHHCL16, SBY12, WJH12, XLZ+15].


Five [Gus09a]. Five-Year [Gus09a]. Fixed [BS11, BS07, GB10, PK13, ABH+14, CV14].

Fixed-Parameter [BS07, GB10].

fixed-resolution [CV14]. flagellin [MZO+16]. Flat [ZBKF10, BLR15]. Flex [FMD18].

Flexible [ARP+16, BWC17, FSB+11, FMD18, JGBR15, LSB+11, MTH17, OLS+13, PFJ+19, Shi10, YDM+08, HM15]. Flip [CEFBS06]. Flow [FJJ11, MT12b, MT12a, PN17, RZMT15, YYCY13, ZMT13, ZMST18, ZWL+12, Qiu14, ZMT14].


Foulds [CLRV09, CBFB12]. Fourier [ZLSS17, BCS11, Mat09, MEOL14]. FPGA [CWLZ14, FVLN15, G DWK+15, HG16, PG18]. FPGA-Based [FVLN15, CWLZ14]. FPGAs [AKLJ17].

Fractal [BMH+16, HLDZ17, YTL15]. Fragment [ZGC+05]. Fragmentation [CLZ+18]. Fragments [JL10]. Frame [LRH18]. Framework [ANR11, BHHCL16, BSLR05, CMS12, gCLL+10, CBZ18, CHC+05, DHC12, ED15].
GLL+18, GLG10, HXXJ18, HYZ16, KP12, LHLY11, LW17, LB19, LCSW18, MTNHI7, QL09, RCBB19, SC11, WXHS17, YLY+12, YCY+13, ZD12, ZK16, ZLJT17, BDBH15, DC15, Gui16, KD16, LAI+14, VPB15, WLC+15, YCY+15. Fréchet [WZ13b]. Free [ALR+13, CLZ+18, HF12, NA11, XSS17, YH13, CV14, RTWR15]. Frequencies [GKPS11, DI15]. Frequency [JRS18, LCWG19, CL14, MEOL14]. Frequent [MB16, SKDA19]. Frequented [CRK+19]. FRESCO [WL13a]. Friendly [SINS19]. Frog [HDS+18]. Frontier [PAL+12]. Fronts [RM13]. Full [DLT10, HL+10, IGA18, KA+10, LS10, ZOZ10]. Full-Text [DLT10, HL+10, KA+10, LS10]. Fully [GZS12]. Function [BS10a, CC11, FB19, FWA10, mHB13, JLwC11, JM12, KAL+17, KG12, LBM+18, LLZ+13, LHDS18, SZCX19, Val11, WYHD17, YRD+13, YFWZ16, ZD12, TAY15, WHZ14, XG14, YRD+14a, YRD+14b, YRD+15]. Functional [CNMI1, CHL+12, CM16, DSZ+06, GLW12, JLYZ16, Kar12a, KNS+05, KL11a, KK12, LFk16, LLH+07, LLHL19, MS17, MFS+15, MFF+18, MBB+17, SKDA19, Tah18, WMK16, WLCPI11, WWL19, WWHY19, WVBZ19, YN+18, ZD12, ZZN15, ZS19, DC15, JC15, LLL16a]. functionality [WL14]. Functionally [MP13, PB19, SFH+14]. Functions [AM12, DM09, MSK19, MPM11, PLCW17, RMV12, Tah18, WP08, AM15]. Fusarium [KZW+18]. Fusing [NLGG12]. Fusion [JXN+16, KZ10, QC+16, YMI11, ZIJ17]. Fuzzy [AGAS18, AFAAW+11, BMZM15, JXN+16, LHKL17, MP13, NPD+17, NNM+12a, PKM06, SY09, SKD+07, SMB15, TNQ08, YCY+13, GRD+14, HC14a, YCY+15]. Fuzzy-Adaptive-Subspace-Iteration-Based [SY09]. G [LBQ+13]. GA [MWSM12]. Gabor [MCCZC08]. Gabor-Wavelet [MCCZC08]. Gain [AC12]. Galled [CLR1V11, Son06]. Galled-Tree [Son06]. Game [LQV+13, MEOL14]. Game-Theory [LQV+13]. Gap [LNR+09]. Gapped [CWC04, WS08]. Gaps [GGP08]. Gastric [MBP+19]. Gate [Kar12b]. Gating [JLW17, Qiu14]. Gaussian [NFM+12, YGBB10, ZC11]. GBM [PL17]. GBM-Related [PL17]. GC [RKDR10, TSM14]. GC-content [TSM14]. GECC [RHK14]. gEFM [UAH16]. Gelsius [AAL+13]. Gender [YCZ+18]. Gene [AJD+12, AMG16, AKNB07, AOSN+18, ADR18, AW18, AKV16, AMH16, ABS17, ACW10, ACW17, APPG18, BM17, BE08, BEW09, BS11, BGS+12, BDP11, BHMA06, BCL+13a, BA18, Bon07, BLR08, CDB+16, CDW12, Che10, CM16, CPM18, CW10, DLT10, DGH+06, DRS12, DZH16, DCHW17, DKDD10, DHC12, DBK18, EAS13, ED15, FLAM15, GZG17, GMSD11, GMD18, GE15, GE18, GSC17, GHS05, HL16, HYW+17, HBB12, HXXJ18, HHHY07, HM12, HW14, HLY+16, HC16, HC07, HF12, HTLL12, INT11, IGM+07, IQA18, IBN19, IL18, JCF13, JZS+18, KBNH18, KBD19, KSN+12, KN05, KP12, KG12, KCC15, KCP18, KKK19, KB17, KB19, KK12, LCEM18, LEAK11, LTM+12, LTM+13, LBM+18, LRM08, LH10, LJK+12, LLHF15, LCZ16, LW17, LDM18, LB19, LHZ18, LJ+14, LNC+05, LHDS18, LW19b, LLL15, LLA19, LTT+19, LHY+11, LCC+11, LTRW19]. Gene [MRN09, MTSC010, MT11, MZL15, PMPI11, MDD18, MBF+11, MSG18, MG19, NRV09, NP+07, NI07, NSN12, PGHT12, PI99, PCDP18, PG06, PAAG07, PKM06, QD12, RM13, RC11, RDIWG09, RMV12, RRTB12, RW+10, RMS15, SSS+11, SSCS05, SMRP15, SSP+05, ST006, SIM12, SDC11, SV16, STB+19, SPA17, SKD+07.
SW09, SGK12, TIA°11, TAAP11, TZH07, TGGF10, THL11, TK05, TWZW16, TOYHZ19, UCI0, UKV18, Val11, VRK12, VRJ°10, VF09, WZA07, WLL°09, WL11, WKLL2, WLG°16, WLCX18, WWL19, WLHY19, WRH°09, WP08, WWC18, XHQ°18, XAW07, XOYHZ18, YLJX04, YNM05, YHB12, YLY°12, YCCM12, YGY°19, YNN°18, YOK10, ZZK18, ZLZ06, ZHSS07, Zha11, ZWSX12, ZNZ15, ZLH°17, ZXLZ18a, ZXLZ18b, ZZS18, ZACS09, ZWW°10, dCAR11, vBDRD°11, BM14, CZWT15, CM15, DYD15, DR14, FN14, HZTT14, JR14, JC15, LXZ°15, LLH°14, MM14a, MM14b. gene
[FNJ°14, RHH14, RHH16, WLY°14, WDX°15, XLC°15, YCY°14, ZZS14].
Gene-Duplication [BE08, BEW09, BS11]. gene-environment [LLH°14].
Gene-Expression [UVK18]. Gene-Species [MSG18]. Gene-Team [WKLL12].
Gene-to-Class [HYW°17]. Gene-to-Gene [GHL05, LNC°05]. Gene/Protein [ED15].
GeneNetFinder2 [HL16]. GeneOnEarth [TSMG°13]. General
[SC11, WKLL2, Wan12, YP13].
generalizable [TAL°15]. Generalizations [CLR09a]. Generalized [BBN19, BSLR05, HHSCI13, JMA17, ZACS09, ZAZ11, FN14].
Generate [YLCC13]. Generated [ZZS18].
Generating [PCG05]. Generation
[BBN18, FSI13b, KCD°12, AKD17, LHLY11, PNP°18, WPL15, YSC13, YWW°18, CWLZ14, KD16]. Generative
[ZDL12, ZWDW13]. Generator [HLG10].
Generators [ZWZS16]. Generic [BVN°11].
Genes [AAF°13, AAP06, BRF17, CZF°05, CHN°18, DZH16, DG19, EAS12, EFLA08, FFT16, HAH13, KCP18, LFK16, LTM°13, LLX°11, LZX°19, LXX°16, IWX°16, MP13, MS17, MMH15, PWT10, PL17, RYK°19, SSS°11, SBW15, SRM18, SDTK19, TZY11, WS12, WCX07, WGP11, XPHI12, ZLLZ17, ZOZ10, CBN15, DI15, KSM14, KKC°14, LW14, MFS°15, SKK14, Tah14, WFD15].
GENESHIFT [LTM°13]. Genetic
[AGAS18, BMK11, BvdGK°11, CSW11, CL15, CAN°08, DSHM08, FZWS17, GZFT15, Gos11, GZJH17, HCLS11, JSA08, JSS°18, JZS°18, KSM19, KN05, LL11, LLZC12, LWZ12, MTHN17, MTC°07, MDH11, MWSM12, MVW°13, OMAdG°12, PB12a, PI09, RKDR11, Sen19, Tho16, TSMG°13, TED°12, TBRS13, VMZM17, VKS17, VBG°18, WFY°19, WAG19, WCL11, XWF07, YCYC12, YLCC13, YAB13, ZLH12, ZWZ16, ZSD08, dJP08, ADTAQ16, CL14, HRHP16, PV16, RHH16, TLY°16, WLY15, ZWC15]. Genetics
[SLH06b]. Genome [AP07, AJM18, ANT19, BGS°12, BMM06, CZF°05, CHN°18, DGV°17, DWSB11, FLW12, FM13, FS13b, GZFT15, GSK13, GJZH17, GZC°17, HKS11, HWS°18, HBM19, Kim18, LN17, LW19a, MSS°13a, MA15, NPK°07, PIPC18, PS11, RZMC17, SKS°19, STHA15, SSSb13, TGLP16, TIA°11, TGP°15, Val11, VTGC16, WYY°13, WHZ14, XHY°18, ZZCY10, ZZS18, ZAZ11, ESW14, LHS16, SVM14, TLY°16, WLC°15]. Genome-Guided [FS13b, TGP°15].
Genome-Scale
[DWSB11, GJZH17, MPA15].
Genome-Wide
[BGS°12, DGV°17, FLW12, GZC°17, LW19a, NPK°07, PIPC18, SKS°19, TIA°11, Val11, VTGC16, WYY°13, ZZCY10, ZAZ11, WHZ14, TLY°16]. Genomes
[BCEF°07, GK19, HCMB18, LHL°19b, MS10, NLLH17, QLXX10, QTZ15, XZG15, YRGB10, ZHEB05, BS15, CA14, RB14].
GenomeTools [GSK13]. Genomic
[BBH°18, BKP°19, BKLS18, CKM°17, CHL°12, CHW°18, CBZ18, CRK°19, DHCW18, DMJ°18, DBTB09, FM12, FLM°16, GRS°13, HYC12, HCQ14,
KPK+17, MLW+12, MCC16, OLS+13, PHX+08, PG18, PWT10, RCP+18, RTPM+19, RH05, SHUP19, WMWA12, dSMDB17, GMB14, SSKH15, XLWL15, ZMP+14. genomic-range [SSKH15].

Genomics [KNS+05, PR18, RCM+19, YNN+18].

genomes [Nye14]. Given [GRU11, GG11, HC18, JLH16, KPK17, LHQ+18, MKH11, MSS+19, Roc11, RSKJ13, SHJL10, THH+19, UAH16, VCM07, WLG+16, WFF+19, WHXK17, YFWZ18, ZACS09, ZZDY13, DKS+15, JHXP15, KFFK14, ARZ+14, ZWL+14b].
grapp-based [DKS+15, KFFK14].

Graph-Theoretical [BCL13b, CHK17].

Graphical [HLDZ17, TRB08, TRB09, WQY18].

Graphs [Dem12, LSMW11, CFIS+15, ZLS+15].

Graphlets [ARS17]. Graphs [ALR11, BSV10, CRK+19, DH04, LFS06, NLHL17, NSNA19, PFG18, SVM14, ZHL+14].


Green [BdOS+18]. Gridding [LRV+06, SYZ+13].

GRO [AALD17]. GRO-Seq [AALD17].

Group [APRS11, GCB+18, IMA13, LDM18].


Grouping [ACWW05, ACWW07, GX+18, MP13, TDF+18]. Groups [LWW10].

Growing [BdOS+18, HAH13].

Growth [DST15a, KHP12, TRK13].

GSEH [KCP18]. GSGS [AJD+12]. Guaranteed [HYZ16].

Guarantees [BM13]. Guest [BLP18, BPW17, CEG14, Che12, CN12, Che13, ESW14, FJJ18, GJH19, GM16, HX17, HBG16, HBG17, HBG18, HBG19, KS13, KJO4, KJO5, LW15, MNA14,
Guidance [GSX^+18, MSS^+18b]. Guided [FS^+13b, MPS^+18, SLX^+14].
Guidelines [HLY^+16]. Guiding [HZYZ^+16].
gwAs [SAM^+19, BDD^+18, GDWK^+15, MWSM^+12].

H1N1 [BPJ^+12]. H3K^+15me2 [MMH^+15].
Hadamard [HS^+08]. Halving [AP^+07].
Hamiltonian [GFS^+13]. Hamming [TSM^+14].
Handcrafted [NBGL^+19, SDN^+11]. Handover [LHH^+19].
HapBoost [WYY^+13]. Haplotype [BH^+06, FHH^+11, GKS^+11, ICL^+11, PB^+12, TGLP^+16, TB^+10, WYY^+13, XYY^+13, PRZ^+14, PV^+16].
Haplotyping [BBSP^+08, BVD^+10, GGP^+08, LRR^+08, SHI^+06, XWC^+15, vIKKS^+08, KO^+15]. Hard [LGZ^+17, Roc^+06].
Hardness [BO^+12, JNST^+09, RCM^+19, LV^+14].
Hardware [DSVM^+18, FVLN^+15, AKD^+17, LSMW^+11, ZLS^+15]. Harris [SSD^+14].
Hash [ZLY^+12, HC^+14a]. HDS [CMS^+12].
Head [NP^+17]. Health [LKY^+11, SPK^+19, SGR^+17]. Healthcare [SJZ^+19, SGR^+17, WLWN^+17]. Heart [LKY^+11, BCMW^+15]. Heat [CRP^+12].
Heavy [NVSH^+18]. Heavy-Tailed [NVSH^+18]. Helix [MRB^+12]. Heme [ZCG^+18]. HEMEsPred [ZCG^+18].
Hepatitis [HEE^+18, LLW^+11]. Hepatocellular [YSW^+17].
Hepatotoxicity [SWX^+19]. Herbal [SYKS^+15]. herpesvirus [RB^+14].
Heterocomplexes [CWL^+12].
Heterogeneity [AGMP^+09, KCP^+18].
Heterogeneous [CKM^+17, Jam^+17, JGBR^+15, LHZH^+17, LBL^+10, Mat^+15, NTR^+16, PL^+17, WLC^+15, XW^+16, ZYF^+18, XLWL^+15].
Heterozygosity [CLH^+13]. HeteSim [ZLLZ^+17].
Heuristic [CH^+11, GGP^+08, HT^+09, HHL^+11, JNST^+09, PWT^+10, TB^+10, TDA^+09, YXY^+13, dDD^+18, GM^+14, IM^+14].
Heuristics [AOSN^+18, BE^+08, HOS^+12a, HOS^+12b, NL^+07]. Hexagon [LRL^+12b]. Hi [MP^+19]. Hi-C [MP^+19].
Hidden [Gou^+06, cLWA^+07, LGN^+19, PAS^+11, YHC^+19, SPW^+14]. Hierarchical [FFT^+16, GLG^+10, KAR^+12a, Mah^+10, PJ^+14, TNQ^+08, Val^+11, WAZ^+07, WLC^+11, YP^+13, ZLW^+11, ZBFK^+10, LLC^+15, WFD^+15].
High [AS^+05, BGS^+12, BWR^+12, CNM^+11, Che^+10, DP^+12, GGP^+08, HF^+07, How^+13, HDS^+18, KUR^+13, LDS^+07, LHL^+19a, LN^+13, LCZ^+16, LW^+18, JLL^+15, LHH^+16, MAZ^+12, MC^+07, MDM^+13, SYK^+17, YP^+13, ZZH^+18a, ZZH^+19, ZKL^+18, dSMDB^+17, DWZ^+15, GCC^+14, LHW^+15, Qiu^+14, WLG^+14, XZY^+14, YN^+14].
High-Dimensional [Che^+10, HDS^+18, LN^+13, Qiu^+14, YN^+14].
High-Order [LCZ^+16, ZZH^+19, DWZ^+15].
High-Performance [BGS^+12].
high-quality [WLG^+14]. High-Resolution [DP^+12].
High-Throughput [HF^+07, How^+13, KUR^+13, LW^+18, JLL^+15, MDM^+13, YP^+13, ZZH^+18a, GCC^+14].
Higher [MGKG^+17, ZLL^+17]. Higher-Order [MGKG^+17].
Highly [CCE^+19, GMP^+08, SSS^+11, WL1^+3a, HKNL^+14, SQZ^+14].
Hilbert [GZG^+17, LKY^+11]. Hill [RV^+06, KG^+12].
Hill-Climbing [RV^+06]. Hinge [FMD^+18, Shi^+10].
Histories [DR^+16, Ros^+13]. History [BB^+04, CW^+09b, LCW^+13, MKS^+17, TBR^+11]. HIV [AFAAW^+11, KS^+18, LSMF^+08, MMB^+13, NTC^+07, PR^+14, RB^+16, RM^+18, SYK^+15, Vis^+18].
HIV-1 [AFAAW^+11, RB^+16, SYK^+15, Vis^+18, LSMF^+08].
HIV-1-Human [MMB^+13]. HLA [IDD^+13].
HLA-DP1 [IDD^+13].
HMM [SB^+09]. HMMCAS [CY^+19].
hMuLab [WG^+17]. Holmes [WY^+17].
Homeostasis [MFS^+15]. Homo
Impairment [ZWS+18]. Implement [Gon13]. Implementation [BKLS18, HG16, LZ18a, CFIS+15, ZLS+15].
Implications [QV17]. Importance [FWA10, MMS10]. Improve [Bon07, MFF+18, PSN+15, XLL+18, ZLPW16].
Improved [BN06, CWC04, CW09b, Che16, GH08a, GSC+18, HL16, HPL+13, HDS+18, HLH11, ISK18, LWL+18, LZ18b, LJJZ13, LHKL17, Pol13, SFSM18, Tan14, TDY+18, WL11, WLG+14, YLCC13, ZCR+17, SB16, YN14, ZWC15].
Improvement [TW10]. Improvements [GG11]. Improves [HRdR09, KL11a, DI15].
Improving [AV17, ALWG18, CWDS15, CWL12, HYC12, Jam15, JBP08, JXN+16, LWT+18, LWM14, LHY+11, MG14, Tsa12, VKS17, WSX11, YMW+12, YFMC17, TYA15].
Imputation [CCE19, PVB+12, WCA+19, YPS11].
In-Frame [RLRH18]. In-silico [SYKS15].
Inconsistent [JS08]. Incorporating [BRZ+17, HLY+16, WP08, YPS11, ZD12, WLG+14].
Incorporation [ED14, GSC+18]. Increase [TC13]. Increment [FWY19]. Indel [dSMDB17, LW+19]. indels [BS15].
Independence [GZG19]. Independent [DSH08, FLAM15, SREK19, SDCW11, PSK+15].
Index [An04a, An05a, An06b, An08a, An09b, An10b, BG13, CZX19, EMK18, Tit13, Tit16, XTL12a, FN14, CMSE+15].
Index-Based [EMK18]. Indexed [dAc17].
Indexing [PF+19, SVM14]. Indicator [CPM18]. Indices [WLA+13]. Indirect [ASJ+07]. Indispensable [Zha18].
Individual [GGP08, MZ17, VF09, XWC15, BLR15].
Individuals [BZ08, MYCW12]. Induced [SSD12, SWX+19, TP18, WQY18, GCC+14, SSML15, WLY15]. inducing [MMSH14].
Inequalities [Mat09].
inequality [ZWC15]. Infer [CLH+15, QTZ15, SV16, VBB18, ZS18].
Inference [ADR18, ABS17, BDS12, BGHM09, BH06, CAN+08, DMJ+18, EAS13, FHI+11, GZFT15, GZC+17, GHL+05, HL16, HLY+16, ICL11, LCW13, LLHL19, LWZ12, MVW+13, PSS09, PCDP18, PB12, QV17, RC11, SN12, SLB+08, TBGL10, WKE11, WPL15, Wu11, XFW07, YHY13, YFCM17, YGY+19, ZZKW18, Zha11, ZWD+17, DNR15, PRZ+14, ZZ14].
Inferential [SVZ09]. Inferring [FSD+11, KCZ+15, LBM+18, LZHZ17, LLL15, MSG18, NI07, NSNN12, PKRD12, PNP+18, PAAG07, SSS13b, Tah18, TOYHZ19, WLCX18, WGBK16, XW16, ZSD08, CZWT15, LAL+14].
Infinite [BCVS19, Wu10, ZMT13].
Infinite-Dimensional [ZMT13]. Influence [FMRS18, RSCX18, TAPF11].
Influential [ATA+17, BTYC13]. Infuenza [BPJ12, ZYF+18].
Informatics [Kim18, MZ17, STHA15, ESW14, SPK19].
Information [AC12, AL12, BLR08, CKWY12, CAN+08, DGH+06, DMJ+18, DBK18, GPKS11, GBS11, HY+17, HXXJ18, HC13, HLG10, LLH+17, LDM18, LG+16, MGL+12, MPA15, NLGG12, PVB+12, RSG18, SMRP15, SWH+12, TZ16, VRK12, WL07, WDL+17, XTL12c, XLL+18, XLL19, YHY12, YHZ+19, ZM12, ZXLZ18a, ZXLZ18b, ZSD08, ZGB+12, BDBH15, CA14, GZGX14, HRHP16, MM14a, SLS+14, TAL+15, YLH+15].
Information-Theoretic [GBS11, ZSD08].
Informative [LLC+13, LLZC12, LLRZ15, LLC+15].
infrastructures [MKARB16]. Inheritance [HWPE17]. Inhibition [SYKS15].
Inhibitors [AFAAW+11, SB12, KBP14].
Maximum [ACPR10, BN06, BFK17, CCYW12, Csu04, GRH08, GM09, GB10, HZR+19, LCWZ13, MRS09, Roc06, SYZ+13, SLB+08, SCPS12, TDD14, CZWT15, HKLN14, SSKH15].

Maximum-Parsimony [SLB+08].

Maximum-Scoring [Csu04]. MCMC [AM19, MMS10]. MDA [YWN+19].

mDixon [BMT17]. MDR [SKS+19].

MDTE [WQL+16]. Mean [BZ10, SVZ09, ZAZ11].

Measure [BB11, HBB12, HLL1b, KPW13, LTM+13, MT11, Pol11, SGC07, SSD+16, SLS+14, SMK+12, BM14]. Measurement [TRKRC13, BCMW15].

Mechanisms [BH10, JZ13, KSA16]. MedCo [RTPM+19]. Median [MM08, JSA08, ME19a, ME19b, ME19c, UKV18].

Mediated [SML15].


Mediation [DPW12, ZL15]. Mem [WMK16]. Mem-mEN [WMK16].

Membership [MBM15]. Membrane [LLX+16, NF+12, SSP+17, WMK16].

Memetic [CFB+18, GPMH16]. Memory [CMSE+15, DBZ12, LL19, PFJ+19, TR07, WCLY12, ZLH12]. mEN [WMK16].

Med [HC14a, LMZ14, PFJ+19]. Merging [LV14, LLL16a]. MeRIP [CZM+18].


Metabolic [DMD13, GJZH17, LFS06, LCTS08, MG07, QV17, SBRK11, SMK+12, TLSA18, WWL16, YWK+07, vBDRD+11, SYV14].

Metabolism [ACC+13]. Metabolomics [QV17]. Metadata [FLM+16].

Metagenomes [LFK16, SWH+12, WWBZ19].

Metagenomic [JMA17, LHKL17, QTZ15, LSGZ14].


Metasample [ZZN+11a]. Metasample-Based [ZZN+11a]. MeTDiff [CZM+18]. Method [AAG+18, BG05, BRZ+17, BLR08, BZ08, CCYW12, DZA+06, DBZ12, DWSB11, DHC12, FWY19, GC+18, GCL+18, HYW+17, HZZY16, HLL+18a, HC07, HGM18, JLG16, KL115, LZC12, LZ+19, LG+16, LWZ12, LXG+16, LZZ+16, LHKL17, LLH18, LGX10, MWY17, MK16, NGY+16, PL17, PTH+18, RGI13, RL04, SH11a, SZ11, SNC+16, SSFW12, TWG+12, TBR13, TK05, USMS19, VTGC16, WBP+12, WZJH12, WHWP12, WCA+19, WLZ+19, WGK16, WW19, YH13, ZWSX12, ZCR+17, ZYF+18, DNR15, DPL+14, GCC+14, GH15, IM14, KKC+14, KH14, LLW+15, LLL16a, LLC+15, PS15, SYV14, YTL15, YN14, ZSY+14, ZGZ15].

methodological [BF14]. Methodology [JCF13, KG15].

Methods [AV17, ADR18, BLP18, CSK+11, CCE19, DLRW18, DPK+13, DPA+17, FS12, FS13a, FYSM12, JDCC12, KSN+12, LN13, LFL+15, LLP+13, LL19, MBB+11, RG16, SMK+12, TV11, WNT+17, WWBZ19, WU09, WU11, XLL+18, ZZRZP19, DS14, SQZA14, SFH+14, WDP15].

Methylated [HSHC13]. Methylation [CZM+18, DCH17, ML18, SKD+07, WXS+19].

Metric [BS09, CLR09a, CLR09c, CAN+08, HEF17, HY16, LRM12, Nak10]. Metrics [CLR09a, CLR09b, HSISM11, Mos07].
Metropolized [MMS10]. MHC
[EMDH11, FLW+14]. MHC-II [EMDH11].
Microalgae [BdOS+18]. Microarray
[ABVD12, BDP11, BZ10, BLP+12,
BHHMCL16, BJR08, Che10, EAS12, EAS13,
EFLA08, FJJ11, GKO8, HYW+17, HCl6,
IVA1, JCF13, KZ10, LTM+12, LTM+13,
LH10, LPH+13, LTL+07, MP13, MC07,
NU06, PSS09, RGCBO5, RV06, SVZ09,
SBW15, C11, SY09, SYZ+13, SIM12, ST05,
TZH07, TZ16, TGGF10, TZY11, TC13,
TBKH05, WGP11, WCA+19, WLPW16,
WDS+12, WWC18, WW19, XZC07, YM11,
YCO8, YNWC07, YPS11, YHBI2, ZLZ06,
ZHSS07, ZC11, BMM14, CZWT15, MM14b].
Microarrays [CD08, PBH+11]. microbial
[JHXP15]. Microbiome [JHXX17, ZHJ17].
microfluidic [AIS+16]. Microgla
[APA+17]. microhomology [SSD15].
microhomology-mediated [SSL15].
Micron [RA16]. MicroRNA
[GZ+18, LWL+18, LHZH17, LLL16a,
RPBP18, SPMB13, WZ13a, YWN+19].
microRNA-Binding [WZ13a].
MicroRNA-Disease
[LWL+18, LHZH17, YWN+19].
MicroRNAs
[PB19, WLC+14, WQL+16, YWN+19].
Microsco[p [SSD+16]. microscopy
[BLR15]. Middle [XHY+18]. Migration
[MLZ17, NGY+16]. Military [WNT+17].
Min [LLC+13, LCZ16].
Min-Redundancy [LLC+13]. MinePhos
[XTL12c]. Minimal [BNV+13, SMSZ17].
Minimization [BvdGK+11, GMPS08].
Minimizing [Zha11]. Minimum
[BGHM09, BM13, BCL13b, CEFBS06, CC09,
CD08, HEF17, MMS10, TLSA18, vIKKS08].
Minimum-Flip [CEFBS06]. Mining
[BNV+13, CLW13, CLC+17, HPL+13,
HW07, JR14, JLH16, LLW+11, LHLY11,
LNC+05, LWG+14, LCI0, MMB+13, MC07,
MSS+19, PR12, RMS15, SKDA19, ST06,
TK05, WCMZ15, WLWN17, XTL12c,
ZWZS16, Zha16, KD15, TAL+15, WSTL+15].
Minority [ZLZ+19]. MINT [HRHP16].
Minutes [LBL12a]. MicroRNA
[CLW13, CGW+16, LHC18, SFMS18,
SYKM17, XYZ19]. miRNAs
[KTLM15, LDL+17, QLZ16, ZZRZP19].
MiRTDL [CGW+16]. Mismatch
[Che16, YCYC12]. Missense [MBP+19].
Missing
[WCA+19, YPS11, ZZDW13, KS14].
Mitigate [CMSE+15]. Mixed
[HKM+18, PKRD12, SdOD+12, SLB+08,
SDTK19, WLZ+19, ZWZ16]. Mixed-Model
[SDTK19]. Mixed-Norm [WL+19].
Mixes [MMS10]. Mixing [PPZ12].
Mixture [BTT11, CGZ15, HY11,
LMZ17, WGY+19, PRZ+14]. Mixtures
[APRS11, GM09, RdCGW09]. ML [BU17].
ML-Space [BU17]. MMIRRFinder
[SSML15]. Mobile [GTTR+17]. Modal
[APPG18]. Mode [SPA17]. Model
[AVD+12, AGGM11, AGMP09, BBK+12,
BLP+12, BA18, BCFCC13, CP13, CW09a,
CW11, CGZ15, CAW+19, CGLF12,
CKY12, GXSZ17, GBS11, Gou06,
GJZH17, GBB+11, HZR+19, HY11, HS08,
HCLS11, I18, JHH12, JGBR15, JLL13,
JLYZ16, JLW17, JHW+19, KCZ+15, Kar12b,
KHP12, LLX+11, LHQ+18, MT12b, MT12a,
MBF+11, NA11, NPN+18, RAA10, RC11,
RCT10, RZMT15, RdMCBC13, RB11,
SSD19, SNC+16, SCCDK09, SMSZ17,
SWX+19, SDTK19, TRBK09, Tho16, TZY11,
VSR+06, WCMZ15, WQY18, WKE11,
Wig15, Wu10, WLS+12, YXYC13, YOGY11,
ZMT13, ZMS18, ZDL12, ZSS18, ZXB11,
ZWY+10, ZZDW13, DKS+15, HLW15,
JHX15, LW14, PRZ+14, RTWR15,
WFD15, XZY+14, ZMT14, ZWL+14b].
Model-Based [ILH18, TZY11, ZWY+10].
Modeling [CLST+13, CHL+12, DBTB09,
DABV17, FSBN+11, GGH+13, Go11,
GBB+11, HW07, JNF11, KAL+17, KG12,
LLES18, LLW10, LCB17, MPS18, ML18,
MVS+13, MNW+04, PLMV12, RCBB19, RdICGW09, RMS15, SOD+12, SJZ19, SGR+17, TV11, WLL+09, WGP11, WMWA12, WBP+12, WLWP16, WWL+17, WCXL18, ZZ13, BF14, DI15, KPB14, KD16, MCH+15, ARZ+14, PJN+14, YMT+14].

Modeled [YLH+15, ZSY+14]. Modeled [AKV16, BMZM15, LGN+19, ZK16].

Models
[ATA+17, AR09, APRS11, ALW18, AAE11, BTTR11, BHMA06, BU17, CNM11, CGPW06, Da16, EW04, FL18, FWA10, FKLS07, Gs11, GZ12, HS09b, KC11, KL11c, LL11, cLWA07, LW13a, LLA19, MBP+18, MLZ18, NSNN12, PB12a, PG18, Pau18, SFB+08, SZZ+19, Sn09, SYL19, TIA+11, THH+19, TRBK08, TBK10, VdTV19, VSR+06, VF09, VBG+18, WFY+19, XSS17, XWF07, ZWL+12, ZZ18, dJ08, HM15, KFHK14, SPWF14, ZSY+14].

Modes [UAH16, DB14]. Modifications [BYZ+18]. Modifications [TLS18].

Modified [BA18, EAS12, MCCZ08, SSD+16, SKD+07, XLL+18, ZLLS17].

Modular [RM18]. Modularity [HK12, WZ14].

Modulated [CHW+18].

Modulator [CRP12]. Module [ZRN15].

Modules [JLYZ16, KZ+18, KMG+05, LHL+07, LHC18, MSQ18, MTSC010, WLCP11, GGZZ14, LLL16a].

Modulizer [MBB+17]. Molecular [AFAW+11, ADPH11, BZ07, BS10a, CGLF12, CKWY12, CBES11, DM09, FGM10, Han10, PBP14, LCW+18, RP+13, RTA+16, RB18, WL11, WB11, ZGC+05, XZ11, ZZ11+1b]. Molecules [ARP+16].

Moment [BBW18, MLZ17].

Moment-Based [BBW18].

Monitoring [PHT+18]. Monte [GJY+14, ADTAQ16, AKV16, BI09]. MOPSO [CZJ17].

Morphogenesis [CHC+05, JGBR15]. Morphology [ZCWW19].

Morphometry [JFR+19].

Most [IMA13]. Motif [BNV+13, CW11, CL08, DBR07, HLH11, JL10, Kar12a, KL11a, KC11, LFS06, LMPT15, LCLL10, hLMBJ11, LH+19b, LT07, M1C+07, MM17, RL17, RSJK13, WLWP16, FWY+15, MMF14, Tan14, YHV+15, Bi09, CHK17, MMF14, ZZH18a].

Motif-Based [MM17]. Motifs [ACP10, BvBF+11, BVN+11, CFS06, CSS11, DS19, PCGS05, RA16, SKDA19, SRE19, SSF12, WHWP12, Wer06, ZZH18b, FWY+15, LWJ+14].

Motifs-Based [SSF12]. Motions [LBES11].

Morphology [JGBR15]. Morphometry [JFR+19].

Morphometry [JFR+19].

Morphometry [JFR+19].

Morphometry [JFR+19].

Morphometry [JFR+19].

Morphometry [JFR+19].
multi-platform
GMCB14, LLCZ15. Multi-Rank
WLCX18. Multi-Scale [HZW+17].
multi-scope [HWK14]. Multi-Site
JFR+19. Multi-Source [YSW+17].
multi-state [Gu16]. Multi-Swarm
NHTD17. multi-task [CR14].
Multi-View [LC19, SSF18, ZHIJ17].
Multicategory [ZHS07]. Multiclass
RM13, SSS+11, XAW07, YOKI09, ZC11.
Multicore [GDM18, MTM+15].
Multicriterion [YM11].
Multidimensional [HCA+10].
Multidrug [NTO07]. Multiexpressions
[Zou13]. Multifaceted [AL12]. Multiforme
CHW+18, ZLPW16. Multifractal
dSVMM18. Multigenomic [GXSZ17].
Multilabel [WL13b, YRD+14a].
Multilabeled [GJS11, HS11M11].
Multilevel [PLMV12]. Multilocations
WL13b. Multilocus [LLC+13, MWSM12].
Multi-MAGNA [VM18]. Multimeme
NTO07. Multimodal [GCZ18, HS09a,
HS09b, LGB15, SWL19, LLCZ15].
Multinomial [LV13a]. Multijobjective
HK07, MFP12, MMB+13, TKG13,
TGD+16, GAVRRL15, MM14b, SB12].
Multiparameter [SSDN12]. Multipartite
[VKM07]. Multiple
AM19, AAH+18, ALWG18, ABS15, BAK06,
BRZ+17, BLS12, BHHMCL16, Bro05,
CW12, CWL15, CGPW06, DBZ12, DK17,
DG19, DBN18, EMDH11, GZC+17, HL16,
HKT+18, HVG04, HS15, HPL+13, HLN+17,
HB11, JLYZ16, JXN+16, KKKC16, LH10,
LHZZ17, LWT+18, LCC+11, LW13b,
MSQ18, MHH15, MR10, NP13, NTR16,
PS11, PT09, PS15, QL09, QCW+16, RM18,
SHUP19, SK12, SSFW12, SPWF14,
TDY+18, TDA+09, VM18, WS08,
WLMW+11, WB17, WGX+17, WKHKK07,
WPL15, WLA+13, YHCS19, YLL+06,
YFWZ16, ZLPW16, ZLLS17, DNR15,
MW16, PJJ+14, YICW+15, YRD+15].
Multiple-Filter-Multiple-Wrapper
[TH10]. Multiple-Filters [BHHMCL16].
Multiple-Grain [JLYZ16].
Multiple-Sequence [NP13].
Multiple-Structure [WS08].
Multiple-Swarm [ALWG18].
Multiple-Valued [LW13b]. multiplier
CL14. Multipositional [GLW12].
Multiprotein [HK12]. Multiresolution
[HYC12, ZKL18]. Multisample
PR18, SSS13b, ZYW+13. Multiscale
GGH+13, GZC18, HMW+12, NNM+12b,
SCCDK09, ZLW+11. Multiseed [KN05].
Multistage [DLT10]. Multistate [GG11].
Multitask [FB19, LZH18, XPXY11].
Multivariate
[KPW13, Kuk13, ZAZ11, CBN15]. Muscle
BMT17, SXL+14. Muscular [BC+13a].
Mutogenesis [VGBK19]. Mutagenic
Che16, YCYC12. Mutant [HLG10].
Mutants [DSZ+06, GCC+14]. Mutated
[ZZ18]. Mutation
DSZ+06, LHDS18, MYCW12, RYK+19,
Th016, TOYHZ19, WKG16]. Mutations
[DFM+11, HCBM18, KCZ+15, KKC16,
MBP+19, PBJ12]. Mutli [BYZ+18].
Multi-Features [BYZ+18]. Mutual
DGH+06, LDM18, MAP15, SMRP15, TZ16,
ZGB+12, HRHP16]. My [MZSL19].
myonuclear [SXL+14]. Myosin [ZLS+19].

NAHAL [FMD18]. NAHAL-Flex
[FMD18]. Naive
[WDS+12, LW13a, SSP+17]. Nakhle
[CLR09c]. Name [YSC13, HWK14].
Named [AV17, HK15]. named-entity
[HK15]. nanotubes [MZX+16]. Nascent
[AALD17]. National [FFJ16, GJH19].
Natural [ZDL+19]. Nature [BS08].
Nature-like [BPP+13]. NeRNA
[SBY12, LTSS13]. Near
[BMH+16, BEW09, SDB+07, MW16].
Near-Linear [BEW09]. Near-Perfect
[SDB+07]. Nearest
[AC12, AWW18, ZSC+10]. Necessarily
[PK13]. Necessary [Son+06]. Negative
[LWG+18, PNP+18, RM18, TWZW16, WLG+16, XL16, YHCS19, WLG+14].
nearby
[HL+14], neighbor
[HIS15, LAY+14].
neighbor-joining
[HL+14].
neighborhood
[BS10a, GRH08, LGN19, MZL15].
neighborhoods
[CCLS13, HW13, LBL12b].
neighbors
[AC12, AWW18, ZSC+10, LMZ14].
nested
[Wan12].
nestedness
[GF10].
net
[BRS18, CNM11, ZLH+17].
nets
[RPBP18, WMK16].
Network
[AKMT12, AKV16, ABS17, BDS12, BMM11, BA18, BSLR05, BNV+13, CXW+16, CMQ+16, DFTC12, DS19, EMK18, FHRG14, GLL+18, GPMH16, GSC17, GLH05, HAK+12, HS09b, HW07, HGM18, JDDC12, KZV+18, KAHK+10, LCWZ13, LCZN16, LNC+19, LLES18, LLZ+13, LHZ17, LLL15, MMB+13, MLZ18, MGK+17, MM17, MWW+18, MVW+13, NNSZ07, PSS09, PL17, PCDP18, RC11, RB16, RV13, SQZA14, SVdSS+18, SMSZ17, SWL19, TIA+11, TLSA18, TDK13b, TP18, TC13, TOYHZ19, VSR+06, VM18, WHWP12, WLL19, WFWY+19, WER+06, WKG16, WW19, XWF07, XW16, XGYHZ18, XYYC13, YFMC17, YG19, YCCM12, YGY+19, ZZK+18, ZDL12, ZZ15, ZWL15, ZHW+17, Zha18, ZXLZ18a, ZXLZ18b, ZHZ19, ZK16, ZS18, ZWD13, ADTAQ16, DDBH15, FZM15, HLW15, LP15, MMFD14, MG14, SEC15, TWZ+14, WZC+15, XLC+16].
Network-Based
[GSC17, PSS09, RV13, WKG16, FHRG14, SQZA14].
Network-Lasso-Constrained
[GHL05].
Network-Regularized
[MLZ18].
Networking
[DG19].
Networks
[AVD+12, AGAS18, AAM+18, AFJ12, ARS17, ABS15, APPG18, BBW18, BSG+12, BZ07, BCL+13a, BvBF+11, BD19, BSV10, BJ10, BPJ12, BVL+11, CVR09, CLR09d, CLR09b, CLR09c, CDB+16, CC07, CW12, CXW+13, CHW+18, CWG+18, DZH16, DS19, DBN18, DT11, EAS13, ECK16, EMK18, FMR18, FZWS17, FSDR16, FSX19, FPPR11, FSD+11, GH08a, GDM18, GSS+11, HLM+13, HB05, HC19, HS09a, HF07, HM13, HAI13, HMW+12, HLY+16, HC13, HvIKS11, HDKS04, Hu09, INT11, IBN19, IL18, JvI18, JBlS19, JLY16, JSS+18, JZS+18, JN10, JFN11, JH19, KBN18, KN05, KP12, KCC15, KS12, KCC16, LFS06, LCTS08, LSMF08, LLH+07, LL11, LCZN16, LT17, LLNW17, LLL16b, LW13b, LTRW19, MSQ18, MSP+19, MBGP12, MPA15, MDD11, MPY18, MPQY19, MDD18, MNW+04, MDPR18, NAK10, NRV09, N07, NSNN12, OMA+12, OYDZ15, OC13].
Networks
[PB12a, PAL+12, Pau18, PLCW17, PH10b, PCK19, PNP+18, PB12b, PPZ12, PR12, QD12, RST10, RMV12, RRTB12, RMS15, SdOD+12, SREK19, SS06b, SV16, SPA17, SNM12, TIA+11, TAAP11, TWG+12, TGK13, TGD+16, TV11, TGGF10, TQP17, TR07, TDK13a, UWL15, VRK12, VBB18, WLL+09, WLC11, WLL16, WP08, Will11, Will12, XWF07, YKW18, YFWZ16, ZM12, ZLY+13, ZZN15, ZW16, ZZM17, ZSD08, ZWW17, ZWD+17, ZZWD13, ZDYH17, Zou13, dJP08, vIKK+09, CWT15, CXS15, DYG15, GTDK15, HKLN14, KH14, KD15, LLW+15, MW16, MM14a, NCMCAR15, PWC15, RHH16, SRLR14, XG14, ZZW14a, ZWC15].
Neural
[CC07, FSX19, HB05, HF07, HLG18b, KN05, LSMF08, RMS15, SWL19, XLZ+15, XWF07, ZZD19].
Neural-Genetic
[KN05].
Neuroimaging
[WLA+13, ZKL18].
Neuroinformatics
[NPK+07].
Neuron
[PTM+19].
Neuronal
[GF10].
Neurontoxin
[MWLS18].
Neurontoxin-A
[MWLS18].
Neutral
[BWC+17].
NewGOA
Operators [GSC17]. Operon [CYTY13]. Optimal [AM19, BBN18, BHS+04, BAK06, BFK17, Dal16, DK13, DYD15, DFM+11, HYW08, MCRC17, Mue09, MDD18, SK08, SPMB13, THH+19, WAK13, YOKI09, ED14].

Optimality [ACC+13]. Optimization [AKS13, CAW+19, Che16, CYTY13, DMD13, ED15, G08, GSX+18, GCL+18, HKK07, HSS18, HOS+12a, HOS+12b, mHB13, HGM18, HrdR09, IGM+07, JDC12, LZH18, MPF12, Mai09, Mat07, MLZ17, NPD+17, NHTD17, NLW+18, ORCJ13, PAAG07, RKDR11, SdOD+12, SDS18, SB12, SMSZ17, SB16, VGBK19, WWLL16, WB17, WZZ+18, XSS17, XWF07, XAW07, XZG+18, ZwGC17, ZD17, ZGB+12, GÁVRR15, Gu16, SPWF14].

Optimization-Based [ED15]. Optimized [EFLA08, HDS+18, GH15]. Optimizer [GSX+18]. Optimizing [Bro05, Jam18, KBBD+17, LMZ14, PB12b, Pol11, TC16]. Optimum [WS08]. Option [QBPEL12].


Organized [WZ14]. Organizing [WZA07]. Oriented [CLH+15, LHC+16, MCD+11, MDPR18]. Origin [BPJ12, RB14]. Ortholog [VKM07]. Orthologous [CFZ+05, ZSZ18].


Pancreatic [BMH+16, MFS+15]. Pandemic [BPJ+12]. Panmictic [WZ14]. Papers [An05b, Ano09c, Ano12a, Ano13d, Ano13b, Ano13c, Cat17, Kim18, LC10, AS15].

ParaCells [SYL19]. Paradigm [SSD19, XG14]. Parallel [BBK+12, BBH12, Dem12, GLS+16, GDM18, KK19, LHS16, MBGP12, MPA15, OMWX09, PFJ+19, PTM+19, TIA+11, ZLS+15, CFIS+15, GPsFC15, GYJ+14].


Parameter [BBW18, BS11, BBK+12, BS07, CAW+19, DK17, FKL07, GB10, HF12, MNN13, PK13, SGMH12, WWLL16, ZWL+12, Gu16, HLW15, ZSY+14]. Parameter-Advising [DK17]. Parameter-Free [HF12]. Parameterized [BN06, BvBF+11, SLH+06a, SCC+15].
Phenotype [ABVD12, CSW11, DMJ+18, ED15, WDX+15]. Phenotype-dependent [WDX+15]. Phenotype-Specific [ABVD12]. Phenotypes [WLHY19, TWZ+14]. Phenotypic [PN17].

Phenotypically [QD12]. Phenotyping [ZDL+19]. Phi² [MPA15].

Phosphorylation [XTL12c].

Phosphorylation [CRP12, XW16, LWG+14, TAL+15].

Phylogenetic [BZ07, BG12, BS07, BGM09, CRV09, CLRv09a, CLRv09b, CLRv09c, CW12, GH08a, GFS13, GJS11, HvIKS11, HDKS04, Hus09, Jam17, Jam18, JS12, Jv18, JST09, KL11a, LFK16, LRM12, LHG+16, LCSW18, Mat09, MPKvH09, MNW+04, Mos07, Nak10, PAS+11, PB12b, RdMCBC13, Roc06, SNM08, SDB+07, SWH+12, SSS13b, WLMW+11, WBE13, Wil12, WMS09, ZM12, vIKK+09, DNR15, DS14, MW16, Nye14].

Phylogenetics [AR09, Gus09b, HMS09, MBKK18, TM11].

Phylogenies [BCVS19]. Phylogenomics [PR18, SZZ+19]. Phylogeny [BBSP08, BFM13, BM13, GG11, HKM+18, MR10, MS10, SM08, SLB+08, WYL07, vIKKS08, KS14]. Physarum [GLL+18, LGZ+17]. Physarum-Based [LGZ+17]. Physarum-Inspired [GLL+18].

Physical [BCL13b, GLS+16, WRH+09, KSA16].

Physicochemical [ADPH13].


Polynomial [Gra04, Pol11].


Population [CLS19, LLX+11, LHQ+18, LT07, PR18, SLH06b, TBR11, VdTVV19, LAl+14].

Populations [NGY+16, PN17, SHUP19, WU10, WU11].

Position [AH11, GSX+18, JLwC11, PRU11, RW07].

Position-Specific [AH11, JLwC11],

positional [KD16]. Positioning [CHN+18].

Positions [CGZ15, GZGX14].

Positive [BD08, U09]. Positives [HZTP12].

Possibilistic [SKD+07]. Possible [SLH06b].

Post [RCM+19, TSM14]. post-processing [TSM14]. Post-Sequence [RCM+19].

Postcryopreservation [NFM+12].

posteriori [CZWT15]. Postfix [HEK18].

Potent [SYK15]. Potential [AFAAW+11, HKS11, SB12, SMSZ17, KPB14, LLW+15].

potential-based [LLW+15]. Potentials [DZ11].

Power [ANR11, ALWG18, PBH+11, LWM14].

power-law [LWM14]. Powerful [AAP06, GDM12, VTGC16, IM14].

PPI [HC19, HC13, LCPW13, LLW+15, LLN17, LTR19, OC13, VBG+18].

PPIs [LZ18b, LZL+19]. pplacer [LFK16].

Practical [DBR07, HLY+16, HvIKS11, ME19a, PVB+12].

Practice [SDB+07, BF14]. PRBP [MGX15].

Protein-Binding [ZZDY13].

Protein-DNA [ASJ+07, CLST+13, HLZ+17, LSTW+17].

Protein-Ligand [AM12, WLL13].

Protein-Peptide [YHYY12].

Protein-Protein [AC12, ADPH13, BCS11, BSV10, BVN+11, BNV+13, ECK16, FSDR16, GED+17, HLV+10, HMK+07, JLYZ16, KAHK+10, Mamt05, MDM13, OYDZ15, PR12, RSG18, SBM15, Tsu12, YKWK18, YHZ+19, ZYL+12, ZDL12, ZLY+13, ZZD12, ZDYH17].

Protein-RNA [KSK+18, LW19a].

Protein-to-Protein [XG14].

Proteins [CYJ+19, DBK18, FL18, GAR+09, HCA+10, HLG10, KNTB18, LCWZ13, LLX+16, LYL+17, LLNW17, LNC+19, MGL+12, MGXS15, NLGG12, QL16, QWC+16, SKDA19, SP11, SSS+11, SSP+17, Tah18, TR07, WMK16, WBP+12, WLWP12, WKE11, WZ13a, YFWZ18, Zha18, ZXLZ18a, ZXLZ18b, ZZDY13, ZBFK10, dAc17, DGRC15, GKJ15, LLW+15, PW+15, TWZP14].

Proteomic [MCC16, RLRH18].

Proteomics [KBBD+17, PH10a].

Protocol [JHW+19].

Proteome [BBBD+17, PF10a].

Protozoan [GAR+09].

Protozoan [ESS14].

Protozoan [Gar+09].

Proximity [KF13].

Prune [WM19b].

Prune-and-Regraft [WM19b].

PSAD [ZLXL19].

Pseudo [LLTC19, NLGG12].

Pseudogene [JZW17].

Pseudoknot [CC11].

Pseudoknots [Jia10, MWL+12, RAA10, SW17, WHSO4, WCLY12].

PSO [SSS+11, AV17, HYW+17, MM4b, ZWL+12].

PSO-based [MM14b].

PSPEL [LYL+17].

Psychologically [TNQ08].

Publiccast [GTTR+17].

Publications [GTTR+17].

Publishing [Ano13e].

Pull [GZS12].

Pure [BVD+10, BH06, HVGO4, ICL11].

Purely [MSKC19].

purification [CWZW15].

purification/mass [CWZW15].

Putative [CA+08, LPH18, SSP+17, YCCM12].

PyMut [LHDS18].

QSAR [WB11].

Quadratic [FWY19, RB14].

Quadruplexes [LBQ+13].

quadrupole [CB+16].

Qualitative [BDS12, INT11, Paul18].

Quality [ANR11, BZ10, GAJ+18, SGR+17, WLG+14].

Quantification [RCBB19, LCOMG14].

Quantifying [FLW+14, GF10, ZLH12].

Quantitative [AAF+13, ARM+19, BCMW15, BMZM15, CMC+12, FYSM12, IDD13, MVS+13, PLMV12, TRKRC13, RTWR15].

Quantum [Kar12b].

Quantum [Kar12b].

Quartet-Based [WYL07].

Quartets [GBS+13, SR10].

Quasi [CAW+19, Kar12a, LLW10, MMB+13].

Quasi-Bicliques [LLW10, MMB+13].

Quasi-Newton [CAW+19].

Quasi-Supervised [Kar12a].

Queries [Jam18, SVM14].

Query [HHSC13, NSC17, PHX+08].

Query-Based [HHSC13].

Querying [BSV10, FPPR11, Jam17, MCC16, QKÖ18].

Quest [DHCW18].

QuickVina [HOS+12a, HOS+12b].

Quorum [CZJ17, Kar12b].

r [SIM12, BBH12, VPB15].

R-based [VPB15].

R5 [LSMF08].

R5X4 [LSMF08].

Radial [DM09].

radiation [SDAA+14].

RAFP [KNTB18].

RAFP-Pred [KNTB18].

Rafts [HBRU13].

Random [ALQ17, ABS17, CMSE+15, CSK+11, Cza18, Gru11, HCMB18, HBC+11, ISK18, LHZH17, MGXS15, PGHT12, PLCW17, RW07, WL13b, WFWY+19, WWL+17, XW16, YSW+17, YFWZ18, ZLZ+19, ZHE19, CWZW15, DGRC15, GZSZ14, SHK14,
SPWF14, YLH+15. **Randomized**
[AJYT+15]. **Range**
[HYW08, MK16, SSKH15]. **RANGI**
[RSJK13]. **Rank** [CDB+16, LC19, LCW+18, WLCX18, WLZ+19, XHRQ+18, XLL+18, YZG+17, SFH+14]. **Ranked**
[DRS12, DR14]. **Ranking** [AM12, DLT10, EF108, LLJ+15, LLI9, LGX10, RMV12, RV13, SPMB13, Ts12, ZLZ06, ZWSX12].
**Rapid** [XLC+15]. **Rate** [AGMP09, GGP08, GCB+18, HLM+13, JS12, LKY+11, SS04, XSS17, YAB13, ZMT13, CWDS15, ZMT14]. **Rates**
[EW04, HB11, GJY+14].
**Rates-across-Sites** [EW04]. **Ratio** [SBW15, WM19a]. **Raw** [STB+19]. **Ray** [Sr11]. **RBioCloud** [VPB15]. **RBS** [HPH+15]. **RDCurve** [LGX10]. **Re**
[YLS17]. **Re-Mapping** [YLS17]. **Reachability** [GTDK15, Gos11, LT17].
**Reaction** [BBB18, FMR18, FZWS17, HLM+13, HM13, MDPR18, TLSA18, Tzp17, VSR+06, SYV14].
**Reaction-Diffusion** [FZWS17]. **Reactions** [BCFCC13, DB14, XLC+15]. **Reactive**
[GLS+16]. **Read** [AKLJ17, JZW17, AKD17, LKW+19, MTM+15, ML18, TED+12, TC16, CWLZ+14, FSL+15]. **Readable** [HLG10].
**Reading** [GGP08]. **Readmission**
[WCC+18]. **Reads**
[KK19, PS11, STB+19, FSL+15]. **Real**
[HG16, LKW+19]. **Real-Time** [HG16].
**Rearrangement**
[BMM06, BFM13, CZF+05, FM11, HWS+18, MMS10, MS10, ZZ07].
**Rearrangement-Based** [BFM13].
**Rearrangements**
[BG05, FM13, HBM19, BS15]. **Reasoning**
[BDS12, BD19]. **Reassortment**
[BJ10, BP12]. **RecA** [SB12].
**Recalibration** [BM08]. **Receiver**
[WLA+13]. **Receptor** [HBRU13, STT+14].
**receptor-ligand** [STT+14]. **Receptors**
[ISK18, KAL+17]. **Recipe** [LLX+11].
**Reciprocal** [QLLX10]. **Recognition**
[ASJ+07, AV17, FLW12, HLR18, LGW19, TGLP16, VKS17, Xu05, ZZC10, ZCWW19, DPL+14, HK15, MNA14]. **Recombinant**
[Wu11]. **Recombination**
[BB04, NNSZ07, NLHL17, GJY+14].
**Recombinations** [PBJ12]. **Recommender**
[WLCX18]. **Reconciliation**
[GET13, KB17, KB19, LCEM18, LB19, USMS19, WHBM15, ZZ14].
**Reconciliations** [DHC12, HZR+19].
**Reconciling** [Wil09]. **Reconstruct**
[AJD+12, BA18]. **Reconstructibility**
[MNW+04]. **Reconstructing**
[CW09b, HMW+12, HvIKS11, KP12, NNSZ07, SW09, TRS11]. **Reduction**
[BM13, CDB+16, CH11, CW+12, HAK+12, HWPE17, IGA18, KSTM19, LHH13, LLZ+13, LCSV18,ROC06, SDB+07,Str11, VMD+08, WYL07, CXS15, HZT14].
**record** [Jam15]. **Records**
[HXXJ18, SGR+17]. **Recovering** [YHC19].
**Rectangular** [GZS12]. **Recurrence**
[SMRP15]. **Recursive**
[CC07, HB05, XL16, XW07]. **Recursive**
[HLY+11, MT11]. **redesign** [STT+14].
**Redesigned** [NLW+18]. **Reduce**
[MTNH17, SSD19]. **Reduced** [BPP+13, CLR09c, HZTP12, Nak10, PB12a, SSS+11].
**Reduced-Order** [PB12a]. **Reduction**
[BHMA06, CRM08, MBKK18, Pau18, RBd11, ST05, SCDD09].
**Reduction-Based** [ST05]. **Redundancy**
[LLC+13, WSX11]. **redundant** [MM14b].
**Reference** [AAH+18, PS11]. **Referential**
[WL13a]. **Refine** [XLL19]. **Refined**
[LNC+19]. **Refinement**
[LCLL10, MDPR18, PCDP18].
**Refinements** [BvdGK+11]. **Refining**
[WMS09, ZM12, ZZH18b]. **Reformulated**
[GLS+16, SPMB13]. **Reframed** [GJZ17].
**Region** [BDOS+18, MYCW12, OLS+13, SKA19, GBTL14]. **Regions**
[BTYC13, CRK+19, CAN+08, HHSC13,
LZ18b, MK16, MCCZC08, PWT10, TWG+12, YNWC07, ZKP+07.

**Regulation** [MCRC17], **RegNetC** [NCMCA13].

**Regression** [AGGM11, BTTR11, CSK+11, EMDH11, FYSM12, GCB+18, JHW+19, LW19b, MLZ18, P9 IMD17, PNP+18, QL09, ST05, SZZL11, TGGGF10, WGX+17, WP08, YZG+17, YLH+15]. **Regular** [ARM+19, SNMI2, Wili1]. **Regularization** [JHX17, LCW+18, ZYW+13, JHXP15].

**Regularized** [EZW+17, LWG+18, MLZ18, TGGF10, WL+16, WCA+19, WLZ+19, ZDL12, ZLH+17, CR14, Mir14]. **Regulating** [MVW+13]. **Regulation** [BCL+19a, DS19, DBTB09, Gou06, KCCC15, LLA19, PAAG07, WMWA12, KD16].

**Regulations** [LCZN16]. **Regulators** [HL16]. **Regulatory** [AOSN+18, AGAS18, APPG18, BMK11, BGS+12, BA18, CDB+16, CXW+13, CHW+18, EAS13, FZWS17, FSD+11, GHL05, HL16, HLY+16, INT11, IBN19, IL18, JSS+18, JZS+18, KBNHD18, LL11, LCZN16, LT07, LHC18, MTSCO10, NR09, NI07, NSNN12, PB12a, PCDP18, QD12, RC11, RST10, RRTB12, RMS15, SV16, SPA17, TAAP11, VRK12, WLL+09, XWF07, YCCM12, YGY+19, ZKKW18, ZM12, ZW26, ZSD08, ZHH18b, dJP08, CZWT15, DYD15, GGGZ14, KKC+14, LLL16a, MM14a, RHH16, ZWC15].

**Regulon** [OMAdG+12]. **Reinforcement** [IBN19]. **Reject** [QBFEL12]. **Rejection** [YBGB10]. **Related** [AC12, FFT16, JZSZ12, MYCW12, PL17, RYK+19, WWCC18, MFS+15, SFH+14, Tah14]. **Relational** [RBdIVMPG16, SKU+07, GJPSV14].

**Relations** [HL16, HK15]. **Relationship** [YNN+18]. **Relationships** [LHH13, LNC+05, YPS11, GJPSV14, LKL14].

**Relativity** [CLH+15]. **Relaxation** [AKR12]. **Relaxed** [ZGDH16]. **Relaxing** [BCVS19]. **Release** [JLW17]. **Relevance** [MBGP12, MBP+19, RYK+19, SW17, BCL15, LHWF15]. **Relevant** [AGGM11, KTL15, SD+11, ZOZ10]. **Reliability** [LEAK11]. **Reliable** [CBZ18, GJY+14, SDAA+14, WLX18].


**RENNSH** [MRB12], **REPA** [PIPC18]. **Repairing** [CDB+16]. **Repeat** [KXZ11, ZKP+07]. **Repeated** [PGS05]. **Repeats** [CW09b, SS06a, TDA+09]. **Replacement** [MRK18]. **Replicated** [LLHF15, SVZ09, SGK12, ZAZ11]. **replicates** [PJN+14]. **replication** [RB14, SSM15]. **Repositioning** [RV13, WCQ+19]. **Representation** [CL08, HLZ17, JHL16, JHX17, KY19, LCB17, LW13b, SSDN12, WLY19, WLZ+19, XHQ+18, YYS16, YZG+17, ZLW+11, ZZN+11a, ZXL+14].

**Representations** [DLRW18, SGR+17]. **Representative** [IMA13]. **Represented** [SSS+11]. **representing** [KGIK14].

**Reproducibility** [EFLA08]. **Reproducibility-Optimized** [EFLA08].

**Reprogramming** [MSP+19]. **Repurposing** [WLX18]. **requirement** [DN15].

**Reranking** [YHY12]. **Resampling** [LLHF15]. **Rescue** [DSZ+06]. **rescuing** [FSL+15].

**Research** [BPRZ11, CZ12, HML17, HLSR18, MPZ07, MPZ07, MFS09, MWZ13, MSZ19, MNPZ10, MS+13a, UBP+19, CEG14, SVM14].

**Reserve** [BS08]. **Residual** [FSX19].

**Residue** [CD08, GLZ14, MGX15, MZS+16, TRRK08, TRBK09, ZG19].

**Residue-specific** [GBLZ14]. **Residues** [CWL12, CDK09, GLW12, HLZ+17, KSK+18, LBL12b, MGL+12, WZ13a, ZCG+18, FLW+14].

**Resistance** [AHT+18, KS18, MWZY17]. **Resistant** [MWD11, FN14]. **Resists** [RKDR10].

**Resolution** [DPW12, HCL11, LDS+07].
Software [Ano13b, Ano13c, CM15, GSK13, AKD17, MZ17, XHS15]. software [Ano13d]. Solid [KHP12]. Solution [BSST08, HLM+13, LV14, XLC+15, SAM+19]. Solutions [AM19, BLS12, WOYL17].

Solvent [GSC+18]. Solving [BMM08, LGZ+17, ARZ+14, PHX+08, TGP+15].

Somatic [KCZ+15]. Some [BvdGK+11].

Sorting [BBCP07, BSTST08, BS15, EH06, GBD17, HZL19, HBM19, MR10, QLLX10, Wan16, dDD18, ZD14]. sound [BCMW15].

Source [YSW+17]. Sources [JSA08, LZXH17, RM18]. SP [ADPH13].

SP-Dock [ADPH13], spa [AKNB07]. Space [AKS13, BPV+11, BSST08, DKCM12, DHC12, GLS+16, HZR+19, HZZY16, Nak10, NSNN12, OP11, YLL+08, ZZY+17, LHS16, SHK14, BU17]. space-efficient [LHS16].

Spaced [Zha07, LMZ14]. Spaces [DSZ+06, HEF17, YDM+08]. Spanning [HEF17]. Sparse [BBH12, CDB+16, Che10, CZX19, FYSM12, GCB+18, JF11, KSN+12, LDM18, LLT10, LXG+16, MLZ18, SdOD+12, TP18, WHXS17, XL16, YXS16, YCCM12, YZG+17, ZDL12, ZmCSX17, ZZN+11a, SXL+14].

Sparsity [NSNN12, MMSH14]. sparsity-inducing [MMSH14]. Spartan [ATA+17]. Spatial [BU17, HKT+18, JL10, Lu+15, CH10, LW18, LCOM14, RKZ16, SSF12, ZYF+18].

Spatial-Temporal [ZYF+18]. spatially [ZMC+14]. Spatio [SDA+06].

Spatio-Temporal [SDA+06]. Special [Ano09c, Ano12a, Ano13d, Ano13b, Ano13c, BLP18, BPW17, BPRZ11, Cas06, CZ12, FS12, FS3a, FJJ18, GH08b, GJH19, Gns09b, GM16, HMZ17, HBG16, HBG17, HBG18, HBG19, HMS09, KJ04, KJ05, MPZ08, MPS09, MWZ13, MSZ19, MNPZ10, MJ18, TS17, TS18, TH18, WXY16, WLWN17, WH11, YS17, ZC15, dSK13, ECG14, LW15, MKAR16, PR14, SA15, XHS15, Ano05b, Cas07, LNY05b, LNY05a, MPZ07, RZF07].

Speciation [ZZS18]. Species [ADR18, DRS12, DR16, DHC12, LB19, MSG18, SRM18, VRJ+10, Zha11, DR14, HWK14].

Species-Based [VRJ+10]. Specific [AH11, ABVD12, CSS11, LJC11, MSQ18, MZS+19, MB16, RB16, XLZ+15, YKW18, ZCG+18, ZHE19, GBLZ14, MZS+16, MEOL14].

Specificities [LLX+16]. Specified [ZWL11]. Spectra [BM08, BKR11, LNZ17, OG11, YKW17, ZGC+05, ZGB+12, DST+15b]. Spectral [FLAM15, SSN12, SH11b, WNT+17, YLY+12, ZHJ17, ZYW+13]. Spectrometry [ASI+11, BBN19, HY11, KSS15, PH10a, SN12, YMW+12, ZLW+11, CWZW15, KGF+14, SHK14]. Spectrometry-Based [SN12]. spectroscopy [CZB+16].

Spectrum [KSS15, Pre04, SVdSS+18]. Speed [BE08, TC16]. Speed-Up [BE08]. SpeedHap [GDP08]. SPF [HKT+18].

SPF-CellTracker [HKT+18]. Spike [HLL18b]. Spin [AAG+18]. Splice [KCD+12, LKL14]. Spliced [RLRH18].

splicing [LKL14]. Spline [ZXB11, ZSY+14]. Split [BG12, MPKvH09, PB12b, SNM08, SNM12, BCMW15]. Splits [ADR18, DH04]. Spots [SP11, ZLZ+19].

SPR [CCLS13]. Spreadsheet [VSR+06].

Spring [DABV17]. Spurious [ZZDW13, ZDYH17]. Square [Cza18].

Squared [CD08]. Squares [FYSM12, LN13, WWC18, MBS15].

Squares-Based [WWC18]. Stability [CXW+13, FZWS17, HLG10, LFK16, LGX10, MT12b, ZLH12, ZW16, ZL15, ZWC15].

Stability-Based [CXW+13]. Stabilization [AGAS18]. Stable [CBZ18, SMRP15, W15, YHB12].

Stacking [SSD+16]. stacks [MRC17].

Stadiums [Cza18]. Stage [HLL+18a, HHH07, KKK19, TZ07].

Stage-Dependent [KKK19]. Stages [DCHW17]. Staphylococcus [AKNB07].

STAR [ADR18]. Start [IGM+07].
Starvation [RBdJ11]. State
[CHW^18, Gus05, Gus06b, Gus07c, HLM^13, JHHL19, KBHN18, MT12a, MPY18, NSNN12, SH11a, SW17, SBRK11, ZZKW18, ZMT13, ZWL^12, EES14, Gu16, SYV14]. State-of-the-Art [SW17]. State-Space [NSNN12]. States [CHW^18, Gus05, Gus06b, Gus07c, HLM^13, JHHL19, KBHN18, MT12a, MPY18, NSNN12, SH11a, SW17, SBRK11, ZZKW18, ZMT13, ZWL^12, EES14, Gu16, SYV14].

Statistical [EFLA08]. Statistical [AH11, AGMP09, CW09a, CBN15, DADF10, HSTW06, KSN12, RCBB19, RSP08, YOGY11, ZS18, BMM14, WSTL15, XLC15]. Statistically [YNWC07]. Statistics [HCQ14, Mat07, NU06, SBW15].

Statistic [EFLA08]. Statistical [AH11, AGMP09, CW09a, CBN15, DADF10, HSTW06, KSN12, RCBB19, RSP08, YOGY11, ZS18, BMM14, WSTL15, XLC15]. Statistically [YNWC07]. Statistics [HCQ14, Mat07, NU06, SBW15].

State [CHW^18, Gus05, Gus06b, Gus07c, HLM^13, JHHL19, KBHN18, MT12a, MPY18, NSNN12, SH11a, SW17, SBRK11, ZZKW18, ZMT13, ZWL^12, EES14, Gu16, SYV14].

Static [GBJ08, MKS17]. Stationary [APPG18].

Statistics [HCQ14, Mat07, NU06, SBW15].

Static [GBJ08, MKS17]. Stationary [APPG18].

Structured [CCA12, DBZ12, MKH11, ZCG18].

Studying [HBRU13, LHTT11, MWLS18]. Sub [AM19]. Sub-Optimal [AM19].

Subcellular [hLMBJ11, MKG08, OM07, QWC16, SLX18, TR07, WL13b, XPXY11, YL12, ZHE19]. Subchloroplast [WMK17]. subclones [XLWL15].

Structure-Based [CCA12, DBZ12, MKH11, ZCG18].

Structure-Guided [MPS18].

Structure-Redesigned-Based [NLW18].

Structure-Sequence [SLH^06a].

Structures [AJD12, BDD10, HXXJ18, Jia10, MCDD12, Mne09, Ozy12, Shi10, VMD10, WLYZ10, WSS04, YHCS19, ABH14, NYOL15, ZMC14]. Studies [EFLA08, IYA12, KAL17, LEAK11, LRM08, LLZC12, RGI13, SYKS15, SJZ19, VTGC16, WYY13].

Structures [AJD12, BDD10, HXXJ18, Jia10, MCDD12, Mne09, Ozy12, Shi10, VMD10, WLYZ10, WSS04, YHCS19, ABH14, NYOL15, ZMC14]. Studies [EFLA08, IYA12, KAL17, LEAK11, LRM08, LLZC12, RGI13, SYKS15, SJZ19, VTGC16, WYY13].

Subdivided [Wu10]. Subgraph [BG17, CLC^17, SKD19, ZLY^12].

Subgraphs [MSP19, SSF18]. Submodels [JS12].

Submodular [BBN19]. Subsequence [BVD10]. Subset [MT11, RGN^09]. subsets [SQZA14]. Subspace [LCW^18, SY09, XHQ^18, AJYT15].

Subgraphs [MSP19, SSF18]. Submodels [JS12].

Submodular [BBN19]. Subsequence [BVD10]. Subset [MT11, RGN^09]. subsets [SQZA14]. Subspace [LCW^18, SY09, XHQ^18, AJYT15].

Subdivided [Wu10]. Subgraph [BG17, CLC^17, SKD19, ZLY^12].

Subgraphs [MSP19, SSF18]. Submodels [JS12].

Submodular [BBN19]. Subsequence [BVD10]. Subset [MT11, RGN^09]. subsets [SQZA14]. Subspace [LCW^18, SY09, XHQ^18, AJYT15].

Subdivided [Wu10]. Subgraph [BG17, CLC^17, SKD19, ZLY^12].

Subgraphs [MSP19, SSF18]. Submodels [JS12].

Submodular [BBN19]. Subsequence [BVD10]. Subset [MT11, RGN^09]. subsets [SQZA14]. Subspace [LCW^18, SY09, XHQ^18, AJYT15].
Substitution [AH11, DFM+11].
Substitutions [SGC07]. Substrate [LLX+16]. Substring [CW11].
Substructural [CLC+17]. Substructure [TBR511]. Subtilis [NPBD16, SSDN12].
Subtree [BN06, WM19b]. Subtrees [SCPS12]. Subtype [GXSZ17, WZJH12].
Subunit [KAL+17]. Sufficient [Son06].
Suffix [SLGK17, LHS16]. Suitable [RAA10]. suite [CM15].
Sucient [Son06]. Sux [SLGK17, LHS16]. Suitable [RAA10]. suite [CM15].
Sum [CD08, JZS+18, LL11]. Sum-Squared [CD08]. Summarizing [MSH+11].
Summary [DLRW18]. Super [DDS+17, GB1D7, HDKS04, YNN+18].
Super-Networks [HDKS04].
Super-Thresholding [DDS+17].
superbubbles [SSS+15]. Superfamily [AV12]. Superiority [Zha07].
Supermatrix [WBE13]. SuperMIC [WDL+17].
SuperQ [GSB+13]. Supertree [DLRW18, GB10, WBE13, Wil09, BM15, LCEMO18].
Supertrees [CBFB12, CEFSB06]. Supervised [AMHH16, BCLC15, DDS+17, HF12, JM12, Kar12a, SFMS18, YCY+14].
Support [LLX+11, LLX+16, LLT10, MNR09, MSKC19, QL09, RIA+16, SZZL+11, TNQ08, WLL13, WZ13a]. Supported [DM09].
Supporting [RSB18]. Suppressed [YNBM05]. Suppression [NVSH18].
Surface [GAGM11]. Surface-Based [GAGM11].
Surfaces [DM09, ZXB11]. Survey [ECK16, IYA12, AKD17, LhdSCH10, LTM+12, LWG+18, MO04, MSS+13a, RG16, RHAK13, TV11, BM114]. Survival [CKWY12, PGT12]. Susceptibility [YLCC13].
SVM [DLT10, JXN+16, MKG08, SBM15, TZH07].
SVM-Based [DLT10, JXN+16].
SVM-RFE [TZH07]. SVMs [HLZ+17, ZYW17]. Swarm [ALWG18, CYTY13, GSX+18, HGM18, KPD12, NPD+17, NHTD17, TS17, TS18, TDY+18, WZZ+18, XWF07, XAW07, ZwGC17, SPWF14]. Swarm-Based [TS18].
Swine [BPJ12]. Swine-Origin [BPJ12].
Switch [KG12, WLY15]. Switch-Like [KG12].
Switching [ZWL+12]. Symbiont [USMS19]. Symbiosis [NHTD17].
Syndrome [XHY+18].
Syndrome-Coronavirus [XHY+18]. Synonymous [SGC07]. SynPAM [SGC07].
System [AAG+18, CLM10, CHZ+16, FJJ18, LWZ12, LGZ+17, LBL+10, MIC+07, MWD11, RSCX18, SYM+10, SJS19, TNQ08, WMWA12, WLCX18, XTL12c, CWLZ14, GRDV14, MZL15, TYA15, TAL+15].
Systematic [BDS12, HPH+15, MBP+19, MM14a, ZZ13]. Systematically [WLHY19]. Systems [BLP18, BMZM15, CSW11, CN12, DGV+17, FS12, FS13a, FKL07, GDW+15, GJH19, JGBR15, JFN11, LLH+07, MZ17, MS11, Maz12, MVS+13, MPhH09, MDM13, PFJ+19, PB12b, SH11a, SddO+12, SJZ19, SNM08, SGH12, TC13, Wig15, WH11, Zha16, GPSF15, Gu16, JZCZ15, KSA16, KG15, SYV14, WLY15, ZSY+14].
Target
[CGW16, CWG18, EZW17, GZR18, IGM07, LC19, SFMS18, SSP17, VKS17, DB14, FHRG14].

Targeted
[DMD13, WLCX18].

Targeting
[PG12].

Targets
[SPMB13, TDY18].

Task
[CLM10, FB19, LS10, ZYW17, CR14].

Task-load
[ZYW17].

taxa
[BM15].

Taxonomic
[CHL12, LW13a].

Taxonomy
[QTZ15].

TCBB
[Ano09b, Ano10b, Ano13d, Ano13b, Ano13c, Gus09b, KL11b, SA15].

TCGA
[GZR18],

TCLUST
[DWSB11],

TD
[SPA17].

Teaching
[Che16, GAVRIL15].

Teaching-Learning-Based
[Che16].

Team
[WL11, WKLL12, WLY14].

Teams
[WL11].

Technique
[HEK18, WXS19, ZLZ19].

Techniques
[CMSE15, GAR09, HSS18, H07, LTM12, RHAK13, ZL19].

telomerase
[KB14].

Temporal
[ATA17, KCC15, MCHT17, RMLD13, SDA16, TRKRC13, ZYF18, KD16].

Tensor
[MGKG17, ZGDH16].

Tensor-Based
[MGKG17].

Term
[LL19, LHH19, TR07, YKWB18].

Term-Based
[LH19].

Terms
[Ano12b, BM17, CLH15, XL19, SLS14].

Tertiary
[BM12, MCDD12].

Test
[EFLA08, YBGB10, ZS19].
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